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FORWARD

.,

As we approach the turn of the century, leaders in the community college will need to

draw upon the full extent of their talents and expertise to meet and come to terms with the

-complex challenges which are certain to emerge. If the 1960's, with its phenomenal student

growth, or the '70's, with its multiplicity of problems ranging from dwindling financial re-

. sources to changing student needs, were regarded as being administratively demanding, then

the two remaining decades in this century will unquestionably require that educational lead-

eis possess total commitment and develop aTlethora of skills heretofore unequaled.

This publication results from the seemingly perennial requests froth community college

administrators for information which they can use to help carry out their assigned' duties.

Regardless of where a community college is in its stage of development, management will be

confronted with issues or problems which require substantive infognation upon which to

make decisions. The constant task of maximizing management's effectiveness and efficiency

is a formidable one. Often the process is complicated by the reality that a significant number

of administrators have little, if any formal educational training in organization and manage-

ment and/or top level administrative work experience.

Six-critical areas in the broad area of organization and management are addressed in a

direct'and practical fashion. The authors are appreciative to those persons who contributed

to the success of this publication: Carole Rushing, Kay Kehoe, Audrey Austin, Donna Java,

Gene Street. and Monica Peterson.
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JOHN W. LEE

Dr. John W. Lee received his DBA from Arizona
State University. He has taught graduate courses in
organization and management for the past ten years
at,The Florida State University. Recently he formed
Time Life and Lee, a time management consulting
firm, and is currently devoting full time to working
with public and private organizations. He has Rub-

. Jished over fifty articles on time management and
'organizational effectiveness and has worked with
over eight hundred organizations.

ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER

-,./
Until recently "productivity" and higher education" seem to have been mutually

exclusive concepts. 9 the past when faculty members were fewer and their income consider-

ably less than professionals in private industry, they were not expected to be as productive

as the ,presumably highly motivated private sector professionals. Thus, concern over the'

management of educational resources was limited.

This is no longer the case. The spiraling cost of a college education has taxed the ability

of a growing number of families to shoulder the increased financial burden at a time when

the real economic value of a college degree is declining. Substantial gains in instructional
prOductivity have occurred over the pas* decade. However, in many cases, it is difficult to

make a cas that true organizational productivity has increased. The paradoxical decline

in the quality of learning provided at many institutions combined with an associated in-

crease in instructional productivity would suggest that. the measures chosen to ascertain
productivity in, higher education deserve a close review. Part of the paradox may be

accounted for by the absence of measures of quality in instructional productivity and'the

lack,of overall measures of performance in systems of higher education.

Private industVy has had difficulty measuring productivity and in many cases charac-
terized the process as "managing in the dark." Relative to private industry, community
college and university administrators are in .a paradoxical position of having to increase
9rganizational productivity in quality.-oriented expanding service organizations in an in-
flationary period with inadequate me '.cures of productivity and limited data bases that do

not give adequate consideration to oJality or external factors. The net result may be a

decline in organizational productivity if basic changes are not made in the concepts of

productivity and effectiveness held by administrators, faculty, staff, .legislators, and the

general public. Short run strategies to improve productivity may prove counter-pro-
ductive and limit the growth of a "productivity ethic" that is needed in higher education

if it is to fulfill and expand its educational role over this next decade.



Chapter I

OVERCOMING THE ORGANIZATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY PARADOX

IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

by

. John W. Lee

"Only in the 'most recent 10 years or less of our 100-year
history has government productivity become a meaningful concern
to publi9c 'officials. In the past, when public employees'
incomes were'considerably less than their counterparts in
industry, government workers were not expected to be as produc-
tive as the Presumably*more highly motivated private sector
workers. In retrospect, one_could almost_cohclude that the
terms "productivity" and "government" had,been mutually
exclusive concepts for almost 200 years."'

John S. Thomas
Consultant
National Center for
Productivity and Quality
of Working Life

A review of the literature on productivity in higher education might

also lead one to the conclusion that :'productivity" and "higher education"

have been mutually exclusive concepts until recently. Dr. Roy Lassiter, in

his report, Instructional Productivity and the Utilization of Faculty Resources

in theState University System of Florida, found that the concepts of "pro-

ductivity," "output," or "outcome" were rarely used in connection with edu-

cational resource management prior to the 1960's. The necessity for

sophisticated measures of productivity in higher education is a recent

phenomenon. Traditionally, the onl'y quantitative expressions of the pro-

ductivity or utilization of faculty resources were student-teacher ratios

and the average weekly hours that faculty devoted to their various assigned
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tasks. The weaknesses inherent in these measures serve as ample evidence

of the lack ,of accountability and productivity that has characterized

higher education in the past.

The sixties saw a mushrooming growth in community college Systems.

Significant increases in the costs of higher education characterized the

seventies coupled with a trend toward increasing demands for other public

services and a strong and growing resistance on the part of the taxpayer

,,to pay for dny additional services. Pressures for accountability and

productivity have grown greatly, as have criticisms of the ways in which

_ our nation's educational resources, system -has- -been administered-. It is

safe to paraphrase Mr. Thomas' quote to read, in the past when faculty

members were fewer and their incomes considerably less than professionals

in private industry, they were not expected to be as productive as'the

presumably highly motivates private sector professionals". Accordingly,

*the concern over the management of educational resources was limited.

This is no longs the case because of the changes that have occurred.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, in discussing the increase in

expenditures for higher education during the 1960's concluded:

Also, higher education may be reaching a ceiling in the amount
of money it can expect from society--it used about one percent
of the GNP in 1960 and'is using 2.5 percent now, and no other
segment of society more than doubled its take of the GNP during
that short periodof time. A resistance point may have been

reached . . . . At a minimum, higher education must get back
to its historic (1930-1960) rate of increase in cost per
student per year (or cost per student per credit hour), of the
general rate of inflation'plus 2.5 percent: when, for example,

the rate of general inflation has been 2.5 percent per year,
the rate of increase in cost per unit for higher education has
been 5 percent. Elsewhere in the economy productivity has
risen about 2.5_perceot a year; while in higher education
there,has been no productivity offset . . . . Thus, higher

education must now be prepared to accept a plus 2.5 percent

2
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or even less in.the rate of increase 'in costs per student per

year over the rate of gener-alinflation. It must be more

provident.'

/Avis aforementioned statement was written prior to the high inflationap'y

period of the past five years yet its wisdom was clear because in many

states the Commission's prediction has become a reality. Many systems of

higher education have not been able to secure funding to keep even with the

rate of general inflation, much less a plus 2.5 percent increase on the

top. Yet, today, higher education accounts for close4to 3 percent of our
_ .

dro_ss_NationalProduct---3--

The spiraling cost of a college education islaxinNhe'abiiity and,

willingness of a growing number of families to shoulderthe increased

financial burden at a time when the.real economic value of a college degree

is declining and the unemployment of college graduates has become an

accepted fact of economic life.

THE PARADOX

The productivity gains attributed to instruction or instructional

productivity, as has been noted, have been substantial in most states. 16

Florida, "over the 20-year period 1953 -54. to 1974 -75, the University

System average productivity increased 72 percent at the lower level and

99 percent at the upper level".4 It is clear that average instructional

productivity has significantly increased, yet it would be difficult to make

a case that organization productivity has increased. Moreover, Dr. Lassiter

has noted that while average institutional productivity has increased, there'

has been an absolute decline in the quality of educational experience

3
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offered in the,State University System of Florida. This decline has

'',accelerated recently in specific disciplines and at the newer institutions

in the slAem.5

He has supported his contentioa of decline With his observations of

the decline of the term paper, -essay examinations, and individualized'

critiques of performance that have gone by the wayside with the reduced

interaction that has occurred as class size and instructor work load has

increased. One pf his strongest arguments is the evidence marshalled that

points to a decline in real support dollars for instruction and no increase

in personnel supporting instruction. In Florida, there ,has-bin a decrease

in the effective quantity of suppor4 personnel available to instruction as

the burden of externally imposed requirements For record keeping and

paperwork has increased. In addition, almost no resources are committed or

available to the improvement of faculty capabilities as teachers.6

The parado icial decline in the quality of learning, provided, combined',

with an asssciated increase in instructional productivity, suggests that

the measures chosen to ascertain productivity in'higher education deserve a

close review. It is not surprising to note the data base in many states

provides for no measure of outputs or productivity in terms other than

instruction or instruction-related activities.-

Productivity in instruction is generally viewed as the ratio of student

credit hours over a three or four quarter or two or three semester Period

to the sum of full-time equivalent faculty positions committed to instruction

in each of these periods. The general absence otzasures of quality in

instructional productivity, such as above, would account for part of the

paradox. A second part of the paradox would be caused by the overreliance

,.4
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upon the measure of instructional' productiVity and lack of set of effective

overall measures of organizational performance-or productivjty for higher

educational_systems.
cV-.1

On the surface., the productiVity increaes1 in higher education may,

indeed, be misleadWg and short run in nature as theg,do
1

not acctunt for
,4 .

quality. Paradoxically, when. viewed from.an overall:and even micro view,
/

the increase in instructional productivity may tic be an increase in pro-

ductivity or organizational effectiveness. Basil GeOtopoulos and Robert

Tannanbaum, two recogilIzed management researchers, emphasize the importance.

of including measures of human assets when measuring organizational perfor-

mance. They feel that "organizational effeCtiveness" is bases on the

"extent to which an organization 'as a 'social system fulfills its objectives
4.1

without incapacitating its means and resources and without placing undue

strain:on its members".7 Organizational productivity is only one-ofthe'

criteria of organizational effectiveness. OrganizationS1 flexibility and

the absence of intra-organizational stra.!n or tension are related criteria

that must be closei examined if loig-run organizational effectiveness is to

be achieved.

The paradox is not unique to education,'for privaite industry has also

been managing productivity in the dark. It is interesting to note that

during Phase II of the Nixon economic reforms, the Price-Commission was

1

established to monitor inflation andFbold prices don to an annual rate of

increase of approximately 3 percent. The Commission was charged to deter-

!

mine what level of price increases a particular corporation should be

granted in order to maintain this desired level.

Each corporation was required to justify its requested price increase

7

in terms of productivity increases. The theory was that productivity

5



increases had to ,correspond to price increases and thus offset each other at

an equal rate to not be inflationary. Accordingly, management was asked to

account for the status of productivity in its particular organization: How-

ever, this simply could not be done. Few organizations in the United States

were able to go before the Commission with any reliable data concerning"bro-

,OuCtivity, interesting to note that this fundamental and universal

requirement of management-,-namely to increase productivity--was a task no

management team could adequately account for in terms of its own specific

situation in its own firm before the Commission. Thus, the Commission was

forced to abandon this effort and rely on aggregate figures o industry

productivity supplied by the government

Private 'industry: in many cases, is still in thendark when it comes to

measuring and increasing productivity. If private industry is considered to

be in the dark, where would service industries and government and'state

institutions be? Moreovef., where would community colleges find themselves on

the scale? The answers are self- evident here. Community college and univer7

.
sity administrators are ip a paradoxical position of having to increase'

organizational productivity in a quality oriented expanding service organiza-

tion in .an inflationary period with inadequate measures of productivity and

*limited data bases that do not consider quality or, at best, hold quality to

be a constant, let alone account for external factors and Inflation.

The net result, in many cases; may be a decline in organizational

productivity and effectiveness if basic changes are not made in the concep-

tion of productivity and effectiveness held by administrators, faculty, staff,

legislators, and the general'public. This conceptualization of production

determines to a great extent the productivity mbasures utiliepd.and the

6 1 9



strategies selected to increase productivity. Both the productivity

measures and strategies to facilitate productivity need to be examined once

productivity is adequately defined.

DEFINING PRODUCTIVITY

Defining productivity is difficult,especially in complex

systems. Most dictionaries implj, that "productivity is the quality or state

of being productive". Economists usually define productivity as output per

man-hour, which may not-be the best definition, as it suggests that manpower

is the sole source of productivity change. Productivity increases do not

result solely From working harder; however, in the field of higher education,

most faculty tend to //ew requests for productivity increases as demands

for more work, additional classes, and longer hours.

Productivitycan be thought of as a target; moreover, the target might

be more accurately labeled as increased productivity. Productivity is best

defined in service industries as output per employee per hour, quality and

technology considered. Thefollowing fagraph demonstrates the wisdom of

this definition:,

When 30 students were served by one i structor in one class

this past term, and 33 students are.served in the same class
this term, productivity has risen 10%. If 30 students were

served, by the instructor in. the same class this term, with

ten more 'units of knowledge added to the course,,productivity
has also risen, although the measurement of it is more diffi-

cult. If a second section of the same class of 30 students

were served by-the same instructor through the use of

instructional television, then productivity has risen 100%.

Pruductivity increases of output per employee hour reflect not only human

efforts alone, but also all the factors of production utilized. Productivity

- JO



expressed as output per employee per hour is primarily for convenience.

Productivity could also be expressed as output per dollars invested.

Different groups define productivity differently, and groups- -

students, faculty, staff, administrators, legislators, and the general

___public--tend to emphasize their special interests when it comes to defining

productivity. Common-agreement seems only to be-in the area that more

productivity increases are needed. Who is to benefit troffi the productivity__

improvements or to share in the benefit is not.so clear.

The Committee for Economic Development's conceptualization and meaning

of productivity in government would seem to be appropriate and worthy of

closer study by the community college system. They have pointed out that the

cu,-ept of produCtivity implies a ratio of the quantity and/or quality of

results (outputs) to the resources (inputs) invested to achiqve them.

Productivity in the public sector has two dimensions:- effectiveness and

efficiency.

Effectiveness conCern-s-the-extent to which government-programs-

achieve their objectives. This presumes that decisions about

what.and how much governments do are based on considered judg-

ments of the relative importance and cost of meeting public

needs. Perceptions of need, in turn,- are presumably based on

demands and expectations of voters and consumers as expressed

through the political process.

Efficiency concerns the organiZation of resources to carry out

government programs and functions at minimal cost. 'Efficiency

may be expressed in several ways;-including output per manhour-i

capital-output ratios, and more broadly, least-cos',.:

combinations of resources.8

Effectiveness, a relative measure of goal achievement, can be looked

at from both shorts and long-run perspectives. The processes of measuring

the effectiveness of community colleges must, be closely tied to measuring

F%

8
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the efficiency with which the community college system utilizes its

resources to achieve its objectives.

Accordingly, productivity improvement is an increase in the ratio of

output to Inputs that contributes to the achievement of a community college's

objectives. The providing of more effective or higher quality services at

the same cost or the same services at lower costs leads-to a higher degree

of system effectiveness over a particular time period.

While inputs to community col'ege systems can be defined, the outputs

are exceedingly hard to define and measure_due_ to the nature of the services

provided by the community college system. The'se difficulties will be

examined under Measuring Productivity.

MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY

Transforming public desires and tax money into educational output

requires firs_t_a_clear determination of citizen needS and desires. Unfortu-
.

nately, our collective choices and needs are rarely clear,_especially when

it comes to higher education. The absence of objectives and criteria' for

measurement has enabled special interest or pressure groups to modify existing=

goals for the4r own benefit which may have accounted for part of the lack

of public pressure for measurement in the past.

Numerous reasons exist for the lack of meaningful measurement of

pi-oductivity in higher education including definition problems, lack of

incentive, limited time and resources, political overtones, process difficul-

ties, lack of interest or pressure, and faculty opposition. Whatever the

reason or reasons, it is now essential that methods be developed to measure

productivity in higher education and that funding be provided to assist

administrators in this never Thing task.



Improved measurement of productivity is one of the key means to

improve productivity in higher education. Community college systems can,

by employing existing measurement techniques and adopting new result-oriented

approaches that focus upon the evaluation of outputs, determine program

effectiveness and efficiency. External factors and specific service consumer

factors, (the ability and motivation of the student, the environment in

which the service is performed, etc.) will need to be included in program

evaluations especially when comparisons between the productivity of different

colleges and their respective programs are-made------

The mechanisms for evaluation can be both internal and external.

State -audit agencies have tended, in the past, to concentrate on financial

administration and legislative compliance.-Howevera, the...trend today is to

follow the U.S; General Accounting Office which is concentrating increasingly

upon measuring the effectiveness of governmental Programs and the efficiency

with which they are being carried out -The ftincipal responsibi+ity'for

exploiting the opportunities available through prOductiVity measurement

rests with.the states, localities, and citizens served by community colleges.

However, state systems of higher education operate as a part of our federal

system and increasingly have come to depend updn federal program support.

Thus, the responsibility to measure and improve productivity rests with

everyone and in some cases none. Leadership is needed at all levels,

especially the-national

There are several means available to Health Education and Welfare to

enhance the measurement and improvement of productivity in higher education.

These means include the requiring of a specific percentage of federal

grants to be expended for the development and implementation of techniques



to measure, analyz, and improve productivity. Bonus payments and additional

funds could be made.available to states and community colleges that develop

and implement their own programs for measuring, analyzing, and improving

productivity. Programs to strengthen and improve community college adminis.-

tration could be expanded. The options available-to HEW are numerous.

'Whatever the choice, greater emphasis on achieving program objectives and

quality performance must be emphasized over the traditional HEW stress on

guidelines and requirements or program implementifion. The modification

of federal assistance to encourage productivity in higher education is a

continuing task that deserves a high priority. The primary benefits of

productivity measurement in higher education revolve around improvements to

be gained from analysis and implementation of tietter methods, Productivity

. and-rffectiveness measurements also have additional uses:

°.b

a) To provide an index of progress--or lack of progress--to
individual community colleges and the publics they serve.

b)--To develop standards of performance, based -or aggregate

data for similar colleges.

c) To draMatize diversity and thus 4enera-te-effort to deter-
mine the reasons for success and whether these reasons
can be applied more widely to treat the causes of poor

showing.

d) To serve as a basis or performance incentives that can
be used by college administrators and labor in wage and

working -.-..ondition establishment.

e)--lb guide-the federal-government-in allocating resources
to raise the level of performance throughout the nation.

f) To determine whether programs are accomplishing their

intended objectives.

g) To determine which programs should be abolished and
which new programs should be undertaken or expanded.

11



h) To determine how well programs are operating for which

no final output can be readily defined.

0 To predict and gauge future trends in unit costs result-
ing from planned changes in ,organization systems,
capital equipment, and facilities.

j) To keep short- and long-run performance trends in

perspective.

The benefits and uses of well-chosen productivity measures are

substantial and make a compelling case for the implementation of productivity

measurement programs. The primary problem keeping most community college

administrations from implementing productivity measurement programs is not

desire, but a lack ofwexpertise and the resources' to undertake programs. The

development of effective management' i'nformation systems and strengthen-big of

management capabilities is an essential first step toward productivity measure-

ment in the community college lysteth. To get programs underway to measure

productivity, additional funding and expert assistance by federal and state sys-

tems is essenthabecause-the-requirements of the undertaking exceed the

current resources of most community-college_units.

Coordination at the national- and "state level -is- needed foi.' uniformity.

'and, moreover, for the communication of results. Most of all there is a

need to change basic state and rational systems to:facilitate and enhance

productivity improvement and to eliminate disincentives in the current

system that hamper or retard productivity imprcrsement and innovation. To be

successful, productivity measurement and improvement programs must take a

long-run perspective and keep in consideration the high initial costs of

thes-e programs.

12 .
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A recent article in the Tallahassee Democrat reported that a Senate

subcommittee on educational finance recommended eliminating some 325 jobs,

or eight,million dollars, fromthe state un ,ersitysystemt educational and

general,budget. Instead of increasing the budget, the legislative panel

recommended that the univer'sity increase productivity by 5 percent. Chan-

cellor York pointed out that in education a 5 percent higher productivity

increase is normally translated into 5 percent fewer dollars for a given

number of students, a 5 percent greater average class size, 5 percent less

individualized-attention for the students, and 5 percent- ,fewer laboratoly

technicians, secretaries, and other systems to support the remaining

faculty. In short, productivity increases a-e often tied to budget cuts and,

accordingly, Faculty and staff have come to be highly suspicious of such

activities.

Even executives have some hesitation about stressing increv.ed produc-

_

7-tivity. A Harris poll showed that nearly one-half of the American executives

are with a majority of uniun tOmber§-that-prOductivity gains-benefit-the

company at Ih-e-expense-ofthe...compahy workers. It is reasonable to suggest

that-a majority of faculty and staff-believe_ productivity gif6§-15e-nefit---

the state or federal institutions at the expense of the faculty, staff, and

students. Changing their views will not be easy, nor will changing our

current educational system, but it must done.
,

Thee elements in the produciivity,puzzle were noted in the earlier

paragraphs and must be examined before recommendations are made. First, the 't

tendency for short run emphasis must be noted in productivity improvement

programs. Second, the political and legislative realities must be faced as

productivity increases have, in many cases, been associated with staff

.41
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PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT

Most of the basi, and far-reaching productivity improvement programs

in higher education will,not be of the -immediate pay off variety. The rush

for quick payout productivity programs in higher education today might be

analogous to the speculations on the shape of an energy independence program

undertaken in 1976. These speculations were made by Dr. Arthur M. Buesche,

Vice-President for Research and Development at General Electric, at a recent

corner-stone laying of the Laboratory for Laser Energetics at the University

of Rochester.

There would have been a terrific temptation to concentrate on
the short-range programs with immediate payoff. For example:

First might have been. breeding types of draft animals,
like ho'rses and oxen, to be better at pulling wagons

and plows.... -;

Second might_have come new wax-fabrication methods
to improve the candlepower of the candle....

And a third important field_ might have been energy

conservation methods, such as encouraging
Benjamin Franklin to continue making improvements
-to his famous stove:

_____But_we should hope that such a program wouldn't have taken up so
much of giiiTStilffethatftwouldhave_prevented him from carrying
bn-hit seemingly- "useless" experiments with ligTffiTgrodsand-
Leyden jars. Such "Useless" experiments have had more lona-
range impact on energy suroly than all of the other short-term
work put, together.

.Dr. Buesche's speculations are worth reviewing because the concentra-

tion on short-range productivity improvement in higher education may be self-

defeating. Equally self-defeating may be the attempts of legislators to

legislate effectiveness and productivity increases in higher education.

T4
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reductions. Third, and most important, the issue of who is to get what

share of the benefits of productivity increase must be answered before any

program is undertaken if faculty and staff support and commitment'are to be

gained.

A fourth element, timing, was implied earlier in the paper. Time is of

the essence in developing productivity improvement programs for our nation's

community college system because the proportion of young people enrolling

in institutions of higher education has leveled off in recent years. However,

the slack has been more than taken up by older students. Over 4e'past

decade, the two_ fastest_ growing segments were: nondegree credit enrollment,

which increased froM 330,000 to'1.2 million, and the community college sys-

tem, where degree-credit enrollment rose at least three times as fast as the

_

four-year institutions.
9 Budget cuts in higher education and continued or

reduced levels of funding in state systems may find community colleges

increasingly in conflict with their state's senior institutions over funds

as they continue to grow, while many-senior institutions continue to shrink

in size.

Higher education faces difficult times, The 1980's will find universi-

ties ficing demands for greater academic diversity from new groups of students,

with shrinking_becallse of declining enrollments. Community colleges

in this period will also face important new demands; and in many re-gions-of----

the U.S. they will increase their share of regional enrollment. The

Southern Regional Education Board has estimated that community colleges in

the South will increase their share of regional enrollment from 32 percent

in 105 to 37 percent by 1985.10

A survey reported in the Wall Street Journal found community colleges
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to be highly favored by business leaders by a seven-to-one margin when high

education institutions were ranked on preparing students for the wcrld of

work.
11 While the changing educational enrollment patterns point to signs

of continued growth for the community college system, researchers may, indeed,

be underestimating the degree of growth as favorable cost factors from the

student's viewpoint and the success of past community college programs

suggest that community colleges are strongly favored by the marketplace.

Thus, community college productivity improvement programs should

stress long-term improvement programs over short -term ones, especially

those that may prove destructive to the institution's growth capabilities,

flexibility, and ones which develop high degrees of ihtraorganizational

strain.' The external, national and state system, ele ts, legislatures,

r#:
boards, and various public's roles must be closely ex'amined to determine the

best strategies to, provide the funding and the creation of conditions to

enable the community college system to successfully fulfill its role it our

national education system. Politics and the pressures from declining insti-

tutions may make this task a difficult one, yet it is essential that-tiMe and

dollars be devoted to securing thesupport o. external groups to aid in

productivity improvement efforts.

Internally oriented and developed productivity improvement programs

must address the issue of who is to get what share of the benefits of produc-

tivity increases-. It is_ ighly doubtfu) that true sy o,productivity improve-

ment programs can be developed and carried out without faculty and staff

support. Moreover, it would dSeem highly unlikely that any program would

succeed over the long run unl4c-the continued willing commitment and energy

of the community college human resources are behind it. Tapping the human
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resources of the community college system will require the creation of a

productivity ethic similar to that of the environmental ethic.

This ethic should be based upon self-interest and meaningful rewards

with faculty, staff, and administrators sharing in the benefits of produc-

tivity improvements along with the publics served and the taxpayers or their

elected, representatives.

DEVELOPING A PRODUCTIVITY ETHIC

While the principles of productivity improvement may, at first sight,

have little of the sex appeal or romance that made the environmental move-

ment an important force in the country, the necessity to improve productivity

in community colleges is every bit as urgent and essential as is the need to

understand our natural world and our place in it.

The conditions_that made possible for our high consumption economy

have changed dramatically. The technological and capital head start that we

had in the world has been altered. Amerian products, are no longer as

highly desired in the international marketplace as they have been in the past.

Our energy and natural resource dependence on foreign nations continue to

grow as our work ethic continues to decline. Competition continues to expand

and alters our economic well-being and capability for continued growth and

quality of life. Community college administrators must alter the way faculty,

-staff, and students think about productivity and, moreover, make them aware

of the changing economic- environment in which the community college system

is operating. Ne

The "fiddler perspective," wherein faculty hold that the fiddler

cannot improve his productivity by fiddling faster, is outdated, yet



emotionally difficult to overcome. The way in which faculty and staff

contribute to their job is the single most important factor for determining

productivity in the commuliity-college system. The importance of efficiently

and effectively performing their respective tasks is essential as is an

innovative attitude toward progressive change. The decline of the fork ethic

may indeed make this a most difficult task.
12 However, the benefits to all

parties are clear, because without productivity increases and strong external

support, the community college system as we know it may cease to be a

viable educational force in our society. Clearly, much remains to -be done

to convince faculty and staff that increased productivity will benefit the

organization and its members. It is safe to say that many faculty and staff

will be skeptical of any emphasis on incyased prOductivity. IncreaSing

productivity may mean that some fadulty or staff will lose their jobs or have

to work harder. This may be true, especially if traditional management

pracAce is f011owed, but it may not be necessary if a productivity ethic is

developed and the community college_human resources are tapped and rewarded.

The paradox of managing productivity in the dark with inadequate defi-

nitions of'productivity, measures, data bases, and short-run strategies must

not continue if the community college system is to increase its productivity

without-sacrificing quality and expansion of:its educational'role over the

next decade. Th'e environmental demands placed upon community colleges in the

1980's will require flexibility and adaptability, characteristics of effective

organizations, and the development of a productivity ethic. The 1980's will

find the terms "productivity" and "community colleges "-synonymous when the

organizational productivity gradox is overcome.
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ABSTRACT OF CFIAPTEP,
0

This paper discusses management in interorganizational networks. The focus is on
the difficult problems that arise aet points of articulation, or interfaces, of the organizations
in a network.

Concepts that are useful in studying these problems aro defined. Miller's concept of
tightness,of interorganizational linking is 9.ra.mined as a possible key variable in unde'r-
standing why some networks are more effective than others. Boundary personnel are
defined as those organizational members who function at the points of articulation with
other organizations. Against this background of concepts, the paper demonstrates how
various officers of colleges, e.g., President, Provost, Dean, and Vice President of Com-
munity Relations, are boundaty personnelnvolved in networks.

Further light is shed on the general problems by considering colleges as components
of a "Wheel of Influence." Colleges are conceived as service delivery units, along with other
community institutions which impact_a common target population.

, .

This paper offers a translation of traditional intraorganizational into interorganizational

management principles. Planning, organizing, staffing, direction, and control become
conferring, linking, contacting, persuasion, and coordination.
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MANAGING AT THE INTERFACE

P

The formal Study of management has been almost completely directed

'toward finding means for individual organizations to achieve optimal

effectiveness and efficiency. As in all other ftelds.of htezn endeavor,
Mir,

much remains to be done in this quest. Stillan impressive number of dji-r.

coverf's have been made, and they have helped solve many of the most vexing

problems of managing the internal functions of an organization. Other

chapters in this work address the problems of intraorganizational management.

This chapter develops major interorganizatio concepts as background fOr

understanding the complex problem of coor nating diverse, often competitive

organizations which become loosely and infoAally linked to cope with certain

common problems. / ,

The state of the interorganizational management art is many years behind__

einthorganizational management art arid science. A timber of concepts that

shed light on the very difficult subject of interorganizational management.

have been studied, however. Indeed, a perspective on management of inter-

organization systems that goes berild a traditional categorizing of services,

client needs, and organizational goals is evolving. Attempts to improve

f operations of service organizations traditionai4 have focused on iptra-

organ1zational issues such as planning, control, organizational restructuring,

training programs-,,etc. All have been applied with energy, the bestof
.

intentions and the highest of hopes. Despite recoonition of Oe

21 Oe.
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issue and some achievement in addressing the problem, managerialdeflned

concepts to plan and operate integrated services remain in their infancy.

Discussed in this chapter are the interorganizational concepts of

supersystems, interorganizational networks as supersystems, boundary positions

and personnel, and interface. The concept of interface and the special
4

problems of boundary personnel operating at network interfaces will be

examined as keys to effective interorganizational management.

The utility of viewing institutions of higher education as components

of interinstitutional networks will be examined in terms of the theoretical

structure. A major purpose of this chaptermill be to show that college

administrators are boundary personnel who must be effective at the inter-

faces of their institution with the diverse organizations in their community

if their institutions are to be effective in meeting their responsibilities

for service.

THE CONCEPT OF SUPERSYSTEM

Miller (1965) stated that the un,rerse is comprised of a hierarchy of

systems and that each higher level of the qstem is composed of systems of lower

levels. Thus, atoms are systems of particles, molecules are systems of atoms,

and so on up through higher systems levels to the highest and seventh,

a supranational system of societies. Although he ebserved that hierarchical

levels do not fit neatly 'nto each other, general systems theory led him to

search for formal inter-level identities where,, despite superficial diffe--

ences in structure, processes at different levels are performed in such

similar ways that they can be described,by the same formal model.

Mille° did not argue:that there are exactly seven levels of systems

22 .
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but admitted that one might meaningfully add intermediate levels. His

hierarchy envisions societies composed of organizations, thus subsumming

interorganizational systems. Addition of an intermediate level between his

organizational and societal levels is necessary to facilitate the study of

integration of organizations. Katz and Kahn (1966) wrote, "From a societal

point of view the organization is a system of one or more larger systems...

(p.58)." They also argued that understanding an organization's super-

system is a first step

super-

,

understanding that organization.

Though Katz' and Kahn's generalization may sound extreme to those new

to general system theory, few would argue against the practicality of keeping

in mind that an organization's relations with other organizations are criti-

cal to success. Institutions of higher education, particularly community

colleges,, illustrate the point well. College administrators must be aware

of the importance of interinstitutional relations. For example, how long

could a community college survive if its administrators were concerned

solely with the internal aspects of faculty, students, and budgets? Faculty

members come frOm other organizations; students simultaneously are members

of the college and of other organizations (and hope to fill higher roles in

other organizations because of-their education); and colleg budgets come

from many sources, prominently from other organizations.

Let us briefly consider one other writer on the concept of supersystem.

Like Katz aril Kahn, lurk (1970, 1973) emphasized the importance of the inter-

organizational systems level, interposed between Miller's organizational and

societal levels. Turk provided empirical support for this emphasis from his

studies of interorganizational networks in urban society. Of direct rele-

Vance to this chapter, and to the value of the supersystem concept in

23
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understanding ,:'lege management, he concluded that both the interorganiza-

tional linAs tying a city to its sociocultural environment and. those links

connecting a city's internal elements provide structures for articulation.

By extension, a college is linked to its environment, and those links provide

a structure for articulation. As developed it the next section of this

chapter, tightness of linking is a key variable influencing an organization's

success in managing its interorganizational relations.

INTERORGANIZATIONAL NETWORKS AS SUPERSYSTEMS

Unlike lower level systemt In Miller's hierarchy, organizations are

not compelled to belong to particular supersystems. Katz and Kahn pointed

out that supei.systems vary on the degree of autonomy exercised by component

organizations. A question arises as to why some supersystems seem rather

tightly lined, even approaching structures characteristic of indiliidual

organizations, while others are so loosely linked that it seems-fictional

to consider them members of a meaningful systems hierarchy.

Levine and White (1961) suggested some of the determinants of inter-

organizational linking. They concluded from their investigation of community

health organizations that there would be little need for organizational

interaction and inferoryanizational cooperation if all essential elements for

achieving"organizational;goals were in infibite supply: These elements

include clients, labor services, and resources other than labor. They

defined organizational exchange as any voluntary activity between two

organizations which,has,)ctual or anticipated consequences for realization of

those organizations' respective goals. They found that the degree of inter-

dependence of elements in the interorganizational network studies is contingent

24
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upon the real or perceived accessibility to each organization of the

necessary elements from sources outside the interorganizational system.

This finding invites consideration of a relationship, between access

to resources-and cooperation between organizations controlled in any netwur.

Thus, if a college had all the resources necessary for achieving its goals,

there would be no need, to cooperate with other community organizations or to

join a tightly-linked network-of organizations. The fact that virtually all

colleges do not control adequate resources, then, seems to be a compelling

reason...for them, to seek membership in an interorganizational network.

Litwakand'flylton (1962) agreed with Levine and White that various

-degrees of interorganizational linking are desirable but emphasized that

ftomoting autonomy, is a major sociological function of organizational

independence. They argued that autonomy is not only important to society when`

values differ, but when the different values are all desirable. One way of

assuring the retention of different values is to have them under separate

' organizational structures. They concluded that some conflict of values

"...between organizations is taken as 'given in interorganizational analysis,

which starts out with the assumption that there is a situation of partial

conflict.... Interorganizational relations\-permit and encourage conflict

1 without destruction of the overall societal relations (p. 397)."

They stated further that interorganizational analysis stresses study of

social behavior under conditions of unstructuedauthority. Here is another

A

key to understanding the nature of interorganizational management. The

management of structured authority is critical in intraorganizational manage-.

ment, butman,gers trying to coordinate the .efforts of diverse organizations

cannot rely on it. Therefore, a college administrator trying to enlist the
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(help of other community organizations in meeting the college's responsibilities

-must rely muchmore on ,persuasion than on authority.

He must convince his counterparts that coping with the college's

problems helps them cope with their own organizations' problems. For example,

to solicit financial supOort for new course offerings, he might try to show

local business people that the courses could make their employees more

productive.

Other interorganizational researchers have provided clues to under-

standifig the special problems of managing without struLtured authority.

Very pertinent is Clark's (1965) observation that any comparison between

centralized and decentralized systems of action requires understanding

"...the similarities and differences between influence within' a bureaucracy

and influence among bureaucracies, communication within the organization and

communication between organizations, initiative and innovation within an

organization, and parallel effort in a loosely joined federation or alliance

or ad hoc confluence of interest (p. 225)."

Clark's implication that communication and influence processed in an

alliance would be different from those in an Ad hoc confluence ofinterests

is related to tightness of interorganizational linking. Terreberry (1968)

also addressed this issue of tightness of linking within networks. She

concluded that organizations are tending to become less autonomous and more

interdependent, "...that other formal organizations are, increasingly, the

important components in the environment of any formal organization (p. 692)."

Clearly then, advantages of one interorganiziational configuration over

another cannot be assessed apart from an understanding of the dynamics of' 7.he

environment itself. Terreberry's thesis is fully compatible with positions
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oflampso (1967), Seiler (1967), Lawrence and lorsch (1969), and other

organization theorists who have applied general systems"theory.

General systems theory also was applied by Evan (1965, 1972) in his

study of interorganizational relations. He began with the postulate that

organizations are "open" syttems which must engage in various environmental

exchanges. Other organizations in a focal organization's environment could

be partitioned into various sets, such as an "input-organization-set" and an

"output-organization-set." Thus, every focal organization can be a part

of different interorganizational networks with different structures of

interactions. Interaction structure could well .be as important ih inter-

organizational relations as it is im intergroup relations.

Evan supplied an excellent illustration of an interlevel identity, as

sought by Miller (1965) and cited in the preceding section. Evan (1972) discussed

four familiar interaction structures from,intergroup research that seem '

applicable to interorganizational relations. These structures are the dyad,

the wheel, the all-channel, and-the chain. In a subsequent section of this

chapter, we shall examine the wheel as an appropriate interorganizational

structure for service organizations such as colleges.

BOUNDARY PERSONNEL: AND THE CONCEPT OF INTERFACE

Let us now focus more closely on the particular parts of organizations

engaged in interorganizatiorfal network relations, boundary personnel, and the

points,of articulation between organizations, interfaces.

Wren's (1967) concept of interface is grounded in general systems theory.

He expanded a dictionary definition of interface--a surface forming a boundary

between adjacent solids, spaces, or immiscible liquids--to encompass the
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meeting point between organizations. He stated, "The interface is the contact

point between relatively autonomous organizations which are, nevertheless,

interdependent and interacting as they seek to cooperatkto achieve some

larger system objective (p. 71)."

Kahn, Wolfe; Quinn, and Snoek (1964) also build on general systems theory

and assert that a concept of boundary position is essential to understanding

interorganizational behavior. A boundary position was defined as one for

. which some members of a role set are located in a different sys.tem. For

purposes of this chapter, thr: different system of interest would be another

organization in the interorganizational network. Kahn and his colleagues

conceived of "boundary relevance" as a continuous variable, inasmuch as

virtually every position requires some degree of contact'with extra-system

elements. They distinguished two dimensions as relevant to measuring the

variable, the amount of, time that a position requires extra-system business
.

contacts, and the importance of such contacts to effective role performance.

Boundary positions were than defined as those rated "high" on these dimensions.

The focal point of their research was the people occupying boundary positions

rather than the positions or roles themselves. This chapter adopts the same

focus. Wren (1967), following Evan (1965), used the term boundary personnel

to identify people operating at interorganizational interfaces.

Who, then, are the boundary personnel in institutions of higher learning?

Applying the criteria of Kahn and his. colleagues (time spent in extra-system

contacts and importance of such contacts), we could easily identify the chief

executive officer of practically every college, the Chancellor or President,

as a boundary,perlon.__The chief academic officer, 'often called the Provost,

is usually less involved than the chief executive officer with external masters.
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Likewise, Deans of more traditional academic colleges, departments, or

schools (e.g., arts and sciences) often are more engaged in internal than

externial management. Deans of professional units, on the other hand, are

more likely to be heavily engaged in external matters. Analysis of

dual universities and colleges would reveal many special boundary personnel,

for example, a Vice President of Community Relations at a higher level or

an Associate Dean for External Affairs at a lower level. By the very nature

of its mission, -iie---&A71-d expetttheadministration of a community college to

be very heavily involved in external relations. Indeed, the majority of a

typical community college's administrators could most probably satisfy the

criteria' of Kahn and his colleagues for boundary personnel. Department

heads and even members of the teaching faculty might be boundary personnel.

As to the interfaces at which college boundary personnel operate, we

could develop a list for any individual institution with little difficulty.

Interfaces for a community college would probably include those with formal.

supersystems such as a state organization of community colleges and a state

organization of institutions of higher education or of postsecondary educa-

tion, with less formal supersystems such as civic organizltions, and with

informal networks such as the educational institutions in the locality,

, employing organizations, and philanthropic groups.

As an illustration, consider how a Vice President for Community Relations

could well have to relate during one day to a local high school counselor

who is concerned about admission standards, a banker who is financing a new

classroom wing, a retired industrialist who might donate funds for library

expansion, a personnel officer at an insurance company who is searching for

a reliable source for new agents, and so forth. None of these
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critical interfaces will permit our Vice President.to use authority or,

for that matter, any of the other tools of intraorganizational management.

Interorganizational management requires different management tools and,

perhaps more importantly, a different perspective from traditional, intra-

organizational management. Discussed in the next section of this chapter is

the concept of the "wheel of influence," which holds promise as such a

perspective.

THE-WHEEL OF INFLUENCE CONCEPT

Boundary personnel operate at interorganizational interfaces, and the

interfaces are linked in a structure. The wheel structure is mentioned

above in the context of Evan's (1972) generalization of intergroup to inter-

organizational relations. Alonso (in Balk, Alonso, Downey and Quinn, undated)

developed the term "wheel of influence" in a study of mental hygiene services.

Bell and Alonso (1974) expanded this .concept and presented a wheel of influence

model for health care services. After a review of this modeland its application

to a particular social service network, higher education can be examined.

The Wheel of Influence Model focuses on both the complex of services

influencing a common target population and the complex of interrelations

between and among service organizations. As shown in Figure I, the services

form the "spokes" of the wheel; the interorganizational relations, the "rim."

The patients/clients in the target population act as a "hub" in a complex set

of didactic relations. It is' unlikely, and perhaps undesirable, that

receivers of service could ever claim domination or leadership over service

providers. The centrality of the target population, however, is a basic

theme of the wheel of influence model. Thus, no matter how independently
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FIGURE I

Interorganizational Relations

OrganizatiOn A

,S

OrganizationB

the institutions on the "rim" may try to operate, they all have something

very important in common, namely the clients.

Furthermore, the model highlights the importance of the "rim" structure.

The "rim" is considered coequal in importance to the "spokes''. It seems

clear that for many service systems the individual organization's ". p e"

services receive vastly more attention that its "rim" relations. The model

emphasizes that there is a growing need for each organization to realize that

, other institutions are offering services to the same elements in its target

population and, therefore, that it is more and more necessary to direct

attention to its interorganizational relations.

Although they serve the same target population, each "rim" organization

will have its unique goals and internal structure. Recall that Litwak and

Hylton (1962) concluded that the two socially desirable conditions, organiza-

tional autonomy (to protect different values) and interorganizational linking

(to promote achievement of joint goals), that prevail when organizations

associate, encourage conflict. Therefore, in terms of the Wheel of influence
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Model, conflict can be expected in the "rim". A high probability of conflict

is no reason to avoid giving attention to interorganizational relations.

Let us examine how the community college and other organizations in its

network can be fitted into the Wheel of Influence Model. Students are the

target population, and educational services form the college's 'spoke."

Many other organizations are giving "spoke" services to the same target popu-

lation of students. Prospective employers are proposing job opportunities.

and various commercial establishments are providing a wide range of services.

To further illustrate the applicability of the Wheel of Influence Model

to colleges, consider a community college and onether class of "rim"

organization, large employers. The students can only be well-served if the

educational services they receive from the college match the employment

opportunities made available to them by the employers. For example, if

employers havE opportunities for accounting graduates, the colleges need to

provide accounting courses. Coordination between college and employers must

occur if the students are to receive appropriate educational services.

Coordination occurs in the "rim". Boundary personnel from,the various .

organizations coordinate their activities in the 'rim." In other words, the

points of articulation, the interfaces, are in the "rim."

It is now time to examine th0 types of techniques that boundary personnel

can use in the "rim" to attain the close coordination, perhaps the tight-

linking, that will optimize the effectiveness of the individual organizations

and of the network of organizations.
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INTERORGANIZATIONML MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

The discussion of general sYstems theory, supersystems, interorganizational

networks, boundary personnel, interfaces, and the Wheel of Influence\(4odel

suggests a number of principles to guide managers seeking to coordinate their

organization's activities with others'.

I. Organizations are not compelled to be cooperative

members of interorgSnizational networks or, in

many cases, to be members at

2. Autonomous organizations will voluntarily join

networks when their managers-perceive that

cooperation.will benefittheir own organization.

3. Boundary personnel cannot rely on authority to Id

achieve interorganizational coordination.

4. Boundary personnel must use persuasion with

their counterparts to demonstrate how linked

organizations can achieve their individual

organizational "goails better than competing or'

acting as isolated organizations.

5. Open'sharing of information should be the

communications theme in the network. Recall

that the Wheel of Influence Model is related

fundamentally to the wheel mode of intergroup .

communication.

6. Boundary personnel Must insure that their

la
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counterparts are aware of, the network's successes

in meeting joint goals. Counterpart can be.

expected to be continu 3y assessing the. importance of

the network to achieving goals of their autonomous

organizations.

7. Boundary personnel must keep their counterparts

informed of likely deviations from scheduled

output of relevant'seriices. As soon as a
0

boundary per:son learns that his or her organi-
,

zation is going to miss a deadline, the counter-

O'arts shouldbe warned.

8. Boundary personne4-shouid.be on the alert for
.

opportunities for expanding the scope of,:

coordination . If the network helped achieve
. .

goal A, perhalis it could help /on goals B

q
,

through N.

SUMMARY \

e

By way of summary, let us attempt a translation of the traditional

,principles of management into guidelines of interorganizational management.
.

Thus slannin. or anization staffing and control become

conferring, linking, contacting, pers,.sion, and coordination.
6 4,,

Institutions of higher learning again offer illustration. A college
: .

administrator, whose duties qualify (or should qualify) him or ner as a

boundary person,. must manage at the tnte,Cace, or in the "rim," with other

organizations in the community. This administrator cannot presume to plan
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structures and processes for counterpart boundary personnel but can confer

with them about joinf problems and programs before making plans for the

institution's internal operations.

Befpre.planning'new courses, the administrator should certainly want to

tconfer with.counternart boundary personnel at such other organizations as

high schools which :ed first -year students, employing organizations which''

might have needs for graduates with education in the prospective courses,

and State coordinating bodies whose approval may De required for the new

courses.

Likewise, linking the organizations into a network seems more appro-

priately descriptive than organization for the net traditional management

functionf` Boundary personnel cannot tell their counterparts how they.are to

relate in the network but can encourage them to relate and thereby form a

network. Our college administrator I,PJuld not accomplish anything positive by

telling a personnel director how to act on the college's problem but 'could

accomplish a great deal simply by asking the officer fr- an opinion on the

problem. Ad ice asked for And given begins to form a link, loose at first,

but potentially as tight a' the managers of the linked organizations find

functional, si

Staffing is a vital function of internal management but must be sharply

modified to apply to network management. The rocesc. of locating and contact-

ing counterpart boundary personnel seelfis, to come close to retaining the

spirit of staffing and is intimately connected Oth the previously discussed

function of linking. The focus of the contaci. function is on specific

individuals, whereas the focus of linking is on organizations. The college

ddministrato may wish to link with an employing organization but must locate

and contactta specific individual in a specific organization.
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As we discussed above, a boundary person managing at the interface has

no,:or at best, little authOrity to direct the behavior of countefarts. But

persuasion is most appropriate. The college administratcv persuades t

state coordihafor to approve new courses, persuade the high school officials

(-
to offer necessary prerequisites, and persuades the employers to give the

college's graduates a chance for employment.

Finally, the very difficult function of control in internal management

must be translated for application in network management. Managers at the

interface,fonf;o1 activities of other networ Nanizations only partially,

if-their mild influencecould ever meaningfull,: )e termed "control." They

can, however, strive for coordination. Indeed, closer coordination is the

fundamental objective of inter-organizational management. The college will

best achieve its.,individual goals if its activities are coordinated with

those of other community organizations. As a final example; new courses

have an excellent chance of being well-designed and received if the college's

boundary personnel have taken the time and energy to cc fer, link, con:.act,

and persuade the appropriate counterpart boundary persornel, and, thereby,

achieve the necessary coordination.
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ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER

Today's community college managers have a most intriguing challenge: to build and
maintain a climate that is conducive to both job satisfaction and organizational productivity.
Such a climate must be built on a sound theory of how community colleges are put together
and how they work. This theory can help educational managers carry out their basic tasks: to
provide role security for all members of the college; to provide for multi-dimensional com-
munication flows; to provide for meaningful participation; to insure normative consensus; to
provide for propinquity; and to insure that a sound reward system exists and is properly
utilized. There are three basic choices for management in designing a sound organizational
climate, and care must be taken to select the one that best fits the needs of the individual
college. It is a serious mistake to argue for a single climate that will suit everyone's needs.

A college administrative group can elect the Traditional Climate that is rested on as-
sumptions that work is inherently distasteful; that what they do is less important than what
they get paid; and that most people are not capable of doing work that requires self-direction
and self-control. Climates based on these assumptions require that management impose close

restrictions on how work is divided and performed.

The Human Relations Climate is quite similar to the Traditional Climate, with the ex-
ception being that more concern is expressed for the human element. There is still a concern
for short-term efficiency, however. The role of the manager in this climate is to make people
feel that they are important aid to involve them in routine decision making on the proposition
that such treatment will yield more productivity and perceived job satifaction.

The Human Resources Climate is perhaps the one that will prove to be the most pro-
ductive in the long run. It is based on sincere concern for the individual and for full partici-
pation in the decision making process. Management's job in the Human Resources Climate is
to develop taken s of all members to their fullest and to provide the opportunity for indi-
vidual and pre cess' al 4...wth.

e r ess of which mate a particular college chooses, its management group must be

familiar with all climIr and make a considered choice about which climate fits its needs
'best. This article is aimed at providing the understanding on which such a decision can be
based. Hopefully, it will shed some light on t'e perplexing problem of management: how to
obtain organizational productivity while at the same time providing job satisfaction for
organizational members.
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Chapter III

ORGANIZATION AND WORK DESIGN

IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

by

B. J. Hodge

Among the most important issues facing the managers of community

colleges is that of building and maintaining an effective organizational

climate built on'effectively designed organizations and work patterns.

Every organization has a climate or atmosphere within which its work is

carried out, and this climate has a significant effect both on productivity

and the level of satisfaction of its members. It is management's job to

assure high levels of each, and so it is incumbent on managers of community

colleges to consider how best to'carry out this responsibility.

Of prime importance this area of responsibility is the implementa-

tion'of a theory of management that can aid in providing guidance and con-

sistency to the practice ofmanagement in our community colleges. This

theory is but a set of assumptions (tested in practice) and principles.

Together, they form a base for effective decision making that can provide

productivity as well as job satisfaction. This chapter explores several

models, of organization climate based on management theory hat can be employed

and examines some faOtors that help to determine which climate should be

used. It is believed that this discussion can help improve the practice of

management in community colleges by making managers aware of the effect the

implementation of a theory of management and its accompanying organizational

climate can have on the overall success of the community college..
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MANAGEMENT'S BASIC TASKS

All managers of community colleges have the same basic responsibility,

whether their organizations are large or small. This responsibility per-

vades all levels of organization, but admittedly its thrust begins at the

top levels. The following discussion is a brief review of the essential

aspects of this responsibility.

Provide Role Security

If they are to be fully productive, members of an organization must

feel secure in thier roles; i.e., they must not feel threatened by their

responsibilities. The literature and common experience alike are replete

with instances of ill health, anxiety, and undue frustration that are

traceable in large measure to conditions in which role performance brings

a sense of inadequacy and threat to the incumbent.

Management can fulfill this responsibility to provide role security

by taking two important actions: defining the requirements for proper role

performance and providing adequate development opportunities to insure that

the incumbent has the necessary skills and knowledge to carry out role

requirements. To do less is to fail to provide one of the most important

features of a sound behavioral climate for the organization.

Provide Multi-Dimensional Communication Flows

Communication is an important part of an organization; without proper

communication flow, there will be inadequate information necessary to make

and implement the multitude of decisions that is necessary for organi2atio__
success. In today's commu '..t.y-eoliege;-5eiill-;si;---ison information
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sharing and so it is important for management at all levels to share all

relevant information with faculty, staff, and students alike.

This requirement is more a matter of philosophy and commitment than

it is a matter of procedure. The particular mechanical techniques and

devices used to disseminate information in an organization are not nearly

so important as is the fact that members have necessary information and,

further, that they feel that management is, indeed, sharing information

with them. An air of secrecy can be particularly effective in reducing

efficiency and lowering the level of job satisfaction in the organtzattom'

Management must give continuing attention, to the provision of information

to all segments of the educational community.

Provide for Participation

Today, we truly lfve in an organizational world characterized by the

desire to participate in the affairs of daily activities. Virtually every

force in contemporary society reenforces this desire; therefore, management

cannot ignore this fact. In addition, it must be noted that today's typical

community college is simply too complex, generally, to rely on a few

decision makers located at the top of the organization. Faculty, staff, and

students must be invited to contribtite their ideas and suggestions to the

resolutio4 of matters that inhibit the college's progress.

Again, participation is more of a philosophy and commitment than it is

a matter of technique. If all members of the college_are,--tnfart;giVen

ample_opportunityto add their suggestions to the decision making process,

the format is not particularly crucial. Management must show its genuine

concern for participation and incorporate appropriate input in the decisions
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of the organization. This condition will improve the overall organizational

dilute immeasureably.

Provide for Normative Consensus

When all members of an organization use the same norms, standards, and

values in their decision making, they are said to haVe a kind of comMon

mindset that is referred to as normative consensus. The philosophy of the

management group is a chief means for achieving this most important aid to

decision making._ No organization can make effective decisions over time

unless all of its members have some type of common frame of reference that

can be used to provide consistency to their activity and decisions, It is

management's obligation to provide T.n -:-rmative consensus.

Provide for Propinquity

Propinquity is a term used to refer to a condition in which there are

"proper" spatial relations among members of an organization. The opposite

condition, that we have all experienced in a crowded elevator, is termed

the "collision effect". We all know how disconcerting this can be.. It

seems to occupy all our attention, and our efforts are directed toward

allieviating it in as short a time as possible:

Those who share an office can also appreciate the deleterious:effects

,that result-when-there-t no enough space to do their jobs without undue

concern for: lack of space. Of course, propinquity must, be considered in the

relative sense because there are few community colleges today that can

afford the "idearspace for all of the activities that must be conducted.

Nevertheless, management must appreciate the undesirable effects when the

right amount of space cannot be provided for aii members of the institution.
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Provide a Sound Reward System

Members seek a variety of rewards from their association with a college.

V These rewards range from salary to a composite of fringe benefits, including

non-monetary rewards. The management group that does not provide an adequate

system of rewards- that recognize's performance and provides the means of

rewarding it will find itse3f faced with apathy and a lack of involvement

with'the college's success. Both pvormance and job satisfaction suffers

as a result.

Management, then, must do all within its power to satisfy the needs,

and desires of its,members by providing a sound system of rewards.

All of these components, taken together, constitute a sound'behayioral

climate within which members can seek satisfaction while at the same time

being productive. The college, as well as the members,,will surely benefit

from the provision and maintenance of all of these components of a sound

behavioral climate.0

In order to complement this climate and to make it attain its maximum

effect: management should adopt and implement a theory of organization and

operation. There are, of course, many such theories, and the following are

erelyfefoesentative of the'wide range of choice that is available for

managers in all institutions of higher education. It is hoped that the

following description of three models of theory will help focus attention

on their value and use to all members of community colleges.1

1The discussion of these theories is based on the treatment given them

by Raymond Miles in his book, Theories of Management: Implications for

Ot-.nizational Behavior and Development published by McGraw-Hill in 1975.
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THE TRADITIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE
C,

The Traditional Climate is based on the assumptions that work is

inherently distasteful to mast people; that what they do is less important

than what they get paid for doing it; and that few want to or can handle

work that requires much creativity,, self- direction, or self-contre1.2 This.

type of theory places i great deal of power in the hands of management and

little in the hands of subordinates. There is generally unilateral decision

making by management and not very much involvement by the subordinates.

.This means that the basic task of the.man49ement group is to insure a-

maximum of control. The tasks of the subordinate are broken down into .

simple, repetitive units that are easily learned. Further, management has

the obligation orestablishing detailed work routines and enforcing them

firmly but fairly.3

This whom climate is based on the expectations that people can tolerate

\work if the pay is decent and the superior is fair and that if tasks are

simple enough and if people are closelysupervised and controlled, theYwill_
produce up to the standard established.4

To state these expe&ations is to point out the relative roles of

management and subordinates; the differential is significant, and there is

little involvement in the decision making process by other than management

. .

personnel. Some might duestion whether this type of climate is in keeping

with the collegial air that has been associated with community colleges.

2lbid.) p: 35

3
Ibid.

4Ibid.,
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Perhaps the nature of tasks and the personnel associated with such organi-

zations would not augur for the adoption of this climate; nevertheless,

there are doubtless some situations where it is used.

Organizational and Work Design in the Traditional Climate

When a management group decides to build a traditional organizational

,climate, it is based on the assumptions mentioned above.' The climate of

the organization is founded on rather pronounced task differentiations, and

the accompanying organizational structure takes the familiar pyramidal shape

with authority and decision making centered in the upper levels of the

structure. The structure itself tends to be characterized by each manager

as having relatively few subordinates, so that the structure is. tall and

rigid.

The emphasis in this pattern of organization and work designAs on

control and efficiency, and the time perspective is relatively short. In

other words, management retains most of the author y to make decisions and

stresses efficiency in the short run. Immediate returns are sought in lieu

of long-term consequences.
r

The work design patterns in this traditional climate &re based on a

clear-cut distinction between managerial and non-managerial (or operative)

tasks. The task of the manager is to make the decisions affecting perfor-
t

mance of subordinates and to exercise close control to insure(that they are

implemented. Each manager generally supervises relatively few subordinatei

in order to insure that decisions are, in fact, put into effect. Subordi-

nates are rarely involvei in the task of decision making, and so, as a

consequence, generally receive little training and experience in the
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, decision making process. ThuS, they.are ill-prepared to assume the

managerial role when promotion occurs.

Even within the management ranks, there frequently is a distinct sepa-
,

ration of the responsibthty for decisions involving planning and controlling.

Top management (i.e., governing boards, presidents, and vice-presidents)

generally is responsible for planning the direction of the college and for

making major policy decisions involving budgets, personnel, and physical

plant. It is the job of lower-level managers (i.e., deans, department

chairmen, and directors) to control operations in accordance with these

plans and policy decisions. Thus, responsibility for planning rests at

the top of the structure while the responsibility for control falls to

lower-level managers.

Managerial work 'tself, in turn, is separated from the dCtual,tasksof

the organiiation. Faculty and staff are expected to carry out the intent

of top management under the supervision of chairmen and directors in this
4

climate. There is little room for initiative, and innovation. The lifeblood

of, a community college is not encouraged. Job satisfaction and a sense of -

self -worth are difficult to experience in such a climate.

Even though role security might be present, the role itself .does not

allow lower-order participants to grow and develop, a strong desire of most

faculty and a high proportion of support personnel. Consequently, morale

tends to suffer and the-college loS'es the energy and ideas from one of its

,..

most valuable assets. ,

s
, 4 , . ,. . ,

Communication in the traditional Climate isigenerally limited to a
4 a

vertical path, with.instructions and direct4on flowing downward and progress'

`reports being' sent upWard. Free-form channels are not frequently found
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because they tend to undermine thebase that separates management and

non-management task directions. The majority of communication

is formal and,goal-directed, rather than informal and relaxed.

As indicated earlier, participation is quite limited and takes the

form of questions and points of clarification of instructions and directiOns.

This condition often leads to a feeling of alienation and apathy--two con-

ditions that hinder both productivity and satisfaction.

Even though normative consensus is present, its norms and values are

generally unilaterally imposed from above. Thud) it'is a type of'"forced"

Condition, and the resulting behavior associated with it tends to be of

the compliant (or punishment-avoiding) type. Surely, both the college and'

its members suffer as a result.

Proper spatial relationships (propinquity) can be obtained in the tra-

ditional climate, butat the expense of lack of. involvement (generally) of

,many affected by it. Consequently, even though it might be a part of the

traditional climate, its presence might be considereeto_be qmbirc of a

unilaterally imposed condition and be considered another manifestation of

pronounced task differentiation.

The reward'systerunder the traditional climate tends to be based'on

extrinsic factors that can be relatively easily measured. Rewards themselves

take the form of wages and fringe benefits; i.e., they take an economic

form, as opposed to an intrinsic or non-monetary form (such as job satis-

faction).

Criteria for acquiring rewards tend to be. ambiguous and s'ecreti .

Management appears to view personal loyalty as the core of the system. In
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other words, the tendency is for management to veil,the system in an air of

secrecy and to avoid setting specific objective criteria, This situation

keeps members of the organization somewhat ignorant of how the system works.

-Often apathy, along.with'ihe feeling that the reward system is insensi-

tive to individual performance, results, Resentment and other'forms of

strained interpersonal re1,41ons can easily follow, and the organization is

destined to a level of behay... that is, at best, compliant in nature. It

loses thepo.3Icive effects of innovation and creativity that are so vital

to progress in the community college field.

Community college administrators iNct somehow be able to tap-more t

m4nimum-level talent., There is simply too much challenge facing,them for

the reliance on the traditional reward system alone. Of course; this is not

to say that economic. incentives are unimportant or ineffective. Rather, it

is to say that they must be bl'nded into a more complete reward syftem if the

talents of all members of the community college are to be centered on

pre ess. Some other reward system is more appropriate for today's community

college.

A management group that creates a traditional organizational climate,

',then, builds that climate on highly differentiated-task patterns., Manage-
,

Ment and non-management tasks are clearly separated from each other. In the

management ranks, planning and controlling responsibilities are often dif-

ferentiated from each other. Non-managerial tasks (performed by faCulty

and staffrare rather narrowly defined, and there is little room for a

sound supportive o.gal national climate (made up of role security, ma

dimensional communication flows, participation, normative consensus,
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propinquity, and sound reward system) are either absent or ..re of . "forced"

nature. Consequently, both productivity and job satisfaction suffer.

Community college management teams can, it seems, ill afford deliber-

ately to create and nurture the traditional climate if they are to have

progres.-,,ve institutions in which everyone contributes to the determination

of overall goals. Instead, community college managers must move toward

the Human Relations or, 'etter still, the Human Resources Climate.

THE HUMAN RELATIONS ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

The Human Relations Climate is much like the Traditional Climate, with

differences between them being more cosmetic than fundamental. The essential

f'itures of the Traditional Climate are adopted and modified only slightly

to give more attention to the human element, while still retaining a strong

'conce n for short-term efficiency.

The popularity of this olimate reached its peak during the de-ade

1945-1955 when a wave of literature and practice swept the managL!nent ranks.

The message was clear: show more concern for people and their individual

needs and, in return, they will produce more and better products and

services.

In order to improve their skills in the human relations area, other-

wise traditional managers often enrolled in a variety of development pro-

grams that,centered aiound such topics as motivation, commurication, and

leadership. In these courses, managers were'exposed to the social (or

behavioral) sciences' approach to management. They learned at least the

rudimentary aspects of psychology, sociology, and social psychology in
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order that they might better understand and, hopefully, guide human behavior.

The thrust of this approach, as noted earlier, was more cosmetic than

fundamental, and there was a great deal of superficial (quack?) treatment

of o1ganization members. Sincerity was often lacking, and the ultimate

objective (manipulation of behavior) was imputed to the techniques and

procedures of the climate. Perhaps this perceived insincerity was the

major reason for the decline of the popularit of the moveaent.

Community college administrators are ur constant and varied pressure

from all fronts to get more productivity from their resources. At the some

time, there are more demands for better and different services from their

various publics; students want a wider variety of courses; the business

community wants more short courses, non-credit offerings, etc.; and, of

course, everyone wants to use the facilities.

As a result of this pressure, and the type of people who work at

community'colleges, the tendency for a,iministrators to cultivate this climate

could be quite high. Concern for both productivity and people must be

demonstrated by them, and the climate offers some promising possibilities

for results if it is coupled with genuine concern.

The role of the administrator in the Human Relations Climate, in short,

is to make people feel useful and important--to make them feel a part of

things and that what they are doing is imnortant to the college. This means,

then, that members must be given a certain amount of latitude to make

decisions and to exercise initiative, but within prescribed bounds. The

net result of this action, it is hoped, will be better morale and more

"willing" cooperation from everyone. Underlying this approach, it must be

remembered, however, the administrative group utilizes its techniques in
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order to control behavior to the twin ends of productivity and member

satisfaction.

The following sections contain a brief review of the treatment and

attention that the Human Relations Climate givei to the major factors of

organizational climate.

Organizational and Work Design in the Human Relations Climate

The Human Relations Climate is characterized by organizational and

work designs quite similar to those of the Traditional Climate. There is,

first of all, a distinct separation of management and operative work; the

structure is tall And pyramidal in shape; each manager has only a few sub-

ordinates reporting to him; and the decision making power still clearly

rests in the top echelons of the structure.

The manager, though clearly the dominant force in the climate, never-

theless, is required to show concern for the human element. He must pass

along information that is helpful in job performance and listen to complaints

and suggestions as well as answer questions in general. The basic, role of

controller, which is such an integral part of the Traditional Climate, is of

vital significance to the managner in the Human Relations Clir-te.. The

manager's role is merely expanded to accommodate for the necessity to show

interest in and concern for the human element. The two roles are not

essentially different, then, and participative techniques, as those men-

tioned abcre, should not interfere w2th performance. In other words,

concern for people has a "hidden" motive: increased productivity. Loyal

workers who are treated well will simply produce more than if they are

disgruntled and unhappy--or so the supporters of the philosophy believe.
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Role security is a key aspect of the Human Relations Climate, even

though the role itself does not contain a great deal of room for the exercise

of initiative. The managers have a charge to make their subordinates feel

,comfortable and secure in their roles. The major difficulty with applying

this climate in community colleges is simply that the professional members

do not feel a need to be made secure by administrators. Rather, they

believe that their demonstrated professional competence should be reason

enough to feel secure. In other words, the community college administrator's

efforts to make members feel-secure might be resented and bring more

negative than positive results.

Communication flows and content are one of the biggest differences

between the Traditional and the Human Relations Climates, In the Human

Relations Climate, communication is encouraged; suggestion systems are fre-

quently used; discussion groups are used to air views on varioys topics.

The superior is also charged with the responsibility of literiing to sub-

ordinates and keeping them informed about those issues that affect their

jobs.

These efforts to improve communication and to show members of the

organization that they are, indeed, important are in addition to the formal

communication attempts. In other words, suggestion systems, newsletters,

and discussion groups are used to supplement and extend the formal channels

which are concerned with carryirg directives and reports.

'Community college administrators using the Human Relations Climate

would devote attention to providing the means and conditions that would

encourage informal, social communications among members. Clearly, the
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people who are associated with a community college would desire at least a

minimum of this type of communication.

Administrators of community colleges that use the Human Relations

Climate would be expected to insure that normative consensus exists in much

the same way that they would employ a Traditional Climate., This means that '

the norms and values to be observed would, at least for the most part, be /

unilaterally imposed from above. One could hardly term this a "healthy"

condition for community colleges, however.

Once again, the'Human Relations Climate is modeled after the Traditional

version as far as propinquity is concerned. Proper spatial relationships

are, at least for most conditions, unilaterally determined by management.

To be sure, there is some discussion with members, but it generally is of

the nature of 'selling" them on the validity of management's decision.

Nevertheless, propinquity is important in the Human Relations Model./

Community college managers would be well-advised to at least f011ow the

minimum of the Human Relations Climate and inform members of decisions

regarding the use of space. Perhaps there is no more volatile issue than

office space on community college campuses. Surely, time spent discussing

and explaining how space is allocated would help increase both morale and

efficiency.

Once again, the Human Relations Climate closely resembles the Traditional

Climate in that the reward systems used in each are quite similar. Secrecy

and personal loyalty are key characteristics of the reward system. Symbolic

rewards in the form of service pins and plaques, for example, are freely

used, and most of these rewards are presented because of some factor other
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than productivity. It should be noted here also that incentive plans are

also used in order to attempt to tie performance to reward.

On balance, the reward system of the Human Relations Climate is gen-

erally controlled by management, although more effort to explain the system

might be made than is the case with the Traditional Climate.

In short, the Human Relations Climate very closely resembles the

Traditional one, with the major differences being ones of degree instead of

essence. Perhaps the most significant message for community college admin-

istrators is to be wary of the assumptions that support the climate. While

it is true, perhaps, that people want to feel important, it is also true

that they can see through feeble attemptvto cover up traditional values

and approaches. Nothing can be worse for a community college than to have

a membership that perceives that it is being manipulated toward productivity

in the name of morale.

If the Human Relations Climate is used, it should be installed, monitored,

and adjusted constantly in order to convey sincerity. Otherwise, all con-

,

cerned will surely be 'disappointed.

THE HUMAN RESOURCES ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

The Human Resources Climate is doubtless the climate that is capable

of achieving maximum levels of both productivity and member satisfaction.

It iS designed to alloW the individual wide latitude in the exercise of ini-

tiative and self-direction. It is perhaps best characterized by its broad

delegations and job designs that provide little distinction among management

and non-management responsibility, especially at the lower ranks of the
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organization. In effect, there is considerabl( .-rticipation in the manage-

ment of the organization by virtually all of its members.

It should be noted at this point that.the application of the Human

Resources, Climate is limited to those situationswhere there are scientific

and professional personnel who are dedicated to the organization. This type

of personneljs4Well-educated and generally self- motivated, being stimulated

by the performance of theirtask rather than by extrinsic rewards such as

money and fringe benefits. This is not to say that these members are not

. _

concerned at all with such motivators; rather, it is to say they are placed

n a position of secondary importance. In short, scientific and professional

personnel are motivated by intrinsic job satisfaction that comes from task

performance itself.

Because of the orientations of its members, an organization using the

Human Resources Climate wduld find the asetimptions and conditions of both

the Traditional and Human Relations Climates inappropriate. Both of these

climates are built around assumptions that best fit personnel who are either not

capable of or much interested in self-direction. This means, then, that

in the Human Resources Climate the locus of direction and motivation is

shifted (at least to some extent),from the superior to the subordinate who

is capable and interested in participating, in a meaningful way, in the

decision making process. The job of the superior in this climate, therefore;

is to support the subordinate in the development of his total range of.

talent rather than to concentrate attention on the task of control that is

the major responsibility of the superior in both the Traditional and Human

Relations Climates.
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Members are assumed to have a wealth of undeveloped talent coupled

with a desire to cultivate this talent, both to the betterment of die
.,

individual and to thew organization. The needs of such individuals cannot

be satisfied by sole reliance on the constructs of other climates that tend

to restrict personnel development in favor of short-term performance aimed

at production efficiency. One of the prime means for developing talent is

involvement in the decision making process, rather than the use of symbolic

participation in insignificant matters.

\..f-

The Human Resources model, then, extends the assumptions of the

Traditional and Human Relations Climates to include attention to tne develop-

ment of members' talents to the fullest. The manager in this climate can

best be described as a developer of his subordinates, and it is incumbent

-on him to provide opportunities and guidance to t+is end. This, of course,

means that the superior must play a fundamentally different role than is

required in the other climates.

The Human Resources Climate is described below, fqllowing the same

C-.....-4. A 4... 4... 4l..., 4.L... 0.4.l..... .....1.,, .0 4.4 1.
. itrimat. ilScu 6U UCSCrItAC 611C V681Cr MUUCIS OS organiza,iona. cilmate:

Organizational and Work Design in the Human Resources Climate

The role structure of the Human Resources Climate is not as rigid or

as differentiated as in the other models. This means that work design is

built on the assumption that each individual wants to participate in the

decision making process and can be taught to do so effectively. People are

expecte., to help set goals and the ways to attain them; to participate in

the evaluation process; and, to use their creative abilities in general.
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In order to provide this type of opportunity, there must be considerable

delegation of responsibility and authority, with decision making power

pushed to the lbwest level where productivity and personnel development can

be fostered. This amount and quality of delegation results in work designs

that contain little separation of duties of the superior and the subordinate.

The effect of this condition is that the subordinate, through participation,

can gain a broad perspective of the management process and so can be better

prepared to accept the additional responsibility that comeS"with promotion.

Broad delegation also results in a relatively flat organization struc-

ture, as opposed to the tall, pyramidal structure of the Traditional and

Hdman Relations Climates. Such a flat structure places relatively many

subordinates under the management of a given superior. Close supervision

is not only not feasible; it is virtually impossible. Therefore, general

supervision that requires well-prepared personnel capable of assuming a

range of duties is a hallmark of the Human Resources Climate.

It is not uncommon, then, to find considerable use of temporary orga-

nizationel arrangements (such as project teams, for example) in the Human

Resources Climate. Personnel are assigned to a project until it is compl2ted

and are then re-assigned to other projects. A good example of this type

of organizational design is a curriculum committee whose members come from

a variety of disciplines. After the task of curriculum review and change

(where necessary) is complete, the members return to their respective

disciplines, and the committee can be disbanded. Such assignments require

flexibl, oehavior or the part of members who must quickly assume and execute

a set of role requirements. Involvement in these ad lioc
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structures demands self -direction and the exercise of considerable

initiative. Authority is widely spread among tilemembers,.with_the leader

role calling primariiy for general guidance rather than control and command.

Organizational and work design patterns are broad and general with the

resulting organizational form being flat and composed of limited differen-

tiations bgtWeen superior and subordinate roles. Community college

administrators are charged with the type of responsibility that can be

well-executed (at least on the academic side) with this type of organization

and work design.

Role security in the Human Resources Climate comes from the opportunity

to participate in decision making and the existence of work designs that

help the individual develop his full range of talent. Community colleges,

by their very nature, are excellent candidates for the application of these

conditions. When individuals are prepared and allowed to demonstrate their

talents, both productivity and satisfaction can be achieved. The college

and the members gain as a result. Administrators should give serious con-

sideration to implementing this kind of organizational climate.

Communication in the Human Resources Climate is free-form, with members

being encouraged to exchange information with each other without restriction.

Information is distributed widely over the. organization in order to facili-

tate the making of decisions at many points. Formal channels, of course,

exist and are used to help integrate the various individuals and departifients

into an effective whole. They are not, however, relied upon solely as is

the case in the Traditional Climate and, to a lesser extent, in the Human

Relations Climate. Multiple communication channels, then, help make the
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role structure of the Human Resources Climate effective. Memos and direc-
1.

tives are simply not sufficieht.

Normative consensus can be expected to follow from a situation in

which members who are involved in decision making soon learn and adopt a

common set of values that is so necessary for concerted and unified action.

The task of the administrator is to provide the environment within which

members can interact to the point of developing this kind of relationship.

Proper spatial relations (propinquity) again must,be provided if the

Human Resources Climate is to be effective. These relations should be

determined, however, by all members affected rather than be unilaterally

'decided upon by the administrative group. Resi.isible decisions can be

expected from well, - prepared and informed members; indeed, perhaps better

decisions can be made in this fashion because of the combining of many

sources of information and opinion. Improved space utilization can result,

and this is undoubtedly a desirable effect in any community college.

The reward system of the,Human Resources Climate is of a multiple nature,

with both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards used. It is open and objective,

which means that all members have information about how it works and can

feel assured that demonstrated performance (and not personal loyalty) is

the basis for decisions. There are deliberate attempts to measure perfor-

mance and to reward that performance equitably; participation in decision

making is encouraged; the system itself complements the assumptions and

expectations of the Human Resources,Climate.

This brief review of the nature of the Human Resources Climate indicates

tha,t it can be well-suited to the community college environment. The mission
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and'Aembers of the college have the type of orientation that appears to fit

the climate very well. It dues require a different role for the adminis-
,,

trator,,apd it 'requires a great deal of patience and understanding. Addi-

tionally, a long-term perspective must be adopted in order. for the climate

to have its full effect. It takes time to develop people, but the results

are well worth the effort. Quality decision making, productivity, and

member satisfaction can bring the type of return on investment that must

be realiz9d if today's community colleges.are to fulfill their responsi-

bility to society.

SUMMARY

Community colleges play a vital role in contemporary education. The

role is not only unique but is also demanding and challenging fdi' adminis-

trators. New ways and means must bejound for meeting the responsibility

that is placed on the administrator, and one 'of the most promising posti-

bilities for resolution and execuion of this responsibility is an appreci-

ation for the.part that organizational climate plays in performance anitr.l%

satisfaction.

It is hoped that this reviewbf three possible climates has helped put

the matter into perspective so the administrator Mpj make a better choice of

climates. All climates must-be adapted to fit their environments, but it

appears that all too often chcices are made without the benefit of under-

standing the components of organization climate and their interrelationships.

This review has attempted to explain three organizational climates' and the

assumptions and expectations that underlie them; hopefully, it has attained

its objective.
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ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER-

In recent years the resources available to community college, administrators have be-
come increasingly scarce. This scarcity of resources can be attributed to declines in enroll-

, ments and reductions in funding. This chapter discusses the management functions of
planning, organizing, directing, and controlling, with particular emphasis on how each re-
lates to the management of scarce resources within the. community college context. In each
of the four major sections of the chapter, a specific management function i.; dissected:and
analyzed. Critical decision areas for that function are presented and described in terms of
how the community college adminis or should be especially careful in managing limited
resources for effective and efficie performance. In the final part of the chapter, several
contemporary behavioral an nalytical method enhancing the quality of managerial
decisions are identified and summarized. a app these techniques !should
better 'enable the community college admin for to make precise, rational, unbiased
decisions concerning the allocation of scarce resources throughout the college organization.
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Chapter IV

MANAGING SCARCE RESOURCES FOR

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS

by

Richard D. Tellier

INTRODUCTION

Management is often d:Iscribed as both an art and a science. More

specifically, the practice of management is commonly regarded as the activity

of making decisions which affect how input resources are t be applied

throughout any organization, in order that desirA output goals and objec-

tives may be attained. In making these resource decisions, every manager

must be concerned with the four basic fun ; or processes of management.

These functions or processes are planning, organizing, directing, and con-

t-olling. All managers are called upon at some time or another to make

planning decisions regarding how resources are to be utilized; to organize

these re'r.,v,ces for effective performance; to direct the actual use of

resources towards accomplishing organizational objectives; and to control

performance in order to Issure that resources are indeed being used as

planned.,

In recent years, many of the resources with which managers are typically

concerned have become increasingly scar 1. For example, energy--once an

inexpensive afid readily available commodity--has become a very costly and

sometimes difficult to obtain resource for most organizations. In higher

education, two basic trends in particular have caused virtually all of the
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input 'resources used by lege administrators to become severely

constrained. First, studer.t enrollments in most areas of the country have

at best leveled-r.1 to what is-often characterized as the "steady-state",

and in many cases have actually declined. Since funding is isually based

all, or in part, on average daily attendance", or "full -time equivalent"

'enrollments, or some other similar concept, the monetary resource accord-

ingly has become increasingly limited. This scarcit, in funds has been

aggravated by an inflation rate which has ranged between six and twelve

percent annually for the last s4veral years.

Se.:ond, there has arisen a growing natior.iide resistance on the.part of

the taxpayingpublic--a resistance often referred to as a "taxpayers'

revolt". More and more, people are critically questioning both the amount

and the use of the taxes they are paying, and to a large extent postsecondary

education has been caught infthe middle of this controversy. As a result,

public funding for community colleges has, in many instances, been signifi-

cantly curtailed so that tax\ increases might be avoided. In all, these two

basic trems have generally placed severe financiail constraints on the manage-

ment of community collages. \And, since money is/the "universal r=.3oce"

with which other necessary resoules are obtained, this reducti 1 in funding

has meant that many community college administrators have been forced to

manage with increasingly scarce resources of all kinds--people, equipment,

materials, and the like.

This increasing scarcity of resources implies that community college

managers must be more careful than ever when allocating limited resources of

all kinds among the various competing elements of the organization--student
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groups, faculty, support staff, etc. The temptation to "throw money at the

problem" in the hope that it will eventually disappear, or to "grease the

squeaky wheel" just because it happens to be the one making all the noise,

must be resisted more so than ever. The fairly common practice of

"satisficing" in managerial decision making, or doing just enough to get by

satisfactorily, needs to be replaced as much as possible by an,"optimizing"

approach towards planning, organizing, directing, and controlling--that is,

making the best decision possible in view of the overall goals and objectives

of the organization.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the four basic functions of

management described above, while specifically emphasizing how they relate

to the management of scarce resources within the community college context.

The chapter does not present a superficial list of "one-hundred and one ways

to manage limited college resources." Rather, in the following four sections

of the chapter, the management functions of planning, organizing, directing,

and controlling are individually dissected ald analyzed. Critical decision

areas are presented and described in terms of ImA4 the community college

administrator should be particularly careful in maPiging limited resources

for effective and efficient performance. In the last section of the chapter,

several contemporary methods, or "tools," for enh,,ncing the quality of

managerial decisions are summarized. By applying some or all of these tech-

niques to pertinent problems, the administrators of community colleges should

be betterable to make precise, rational, unbiased decisions concerning the

allocation and distribution of their scarce resources throughout their

respective organizations.
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PLANNING SCARCE RESOURCES

The management function of planning involves a wide variety of

activitie(. Included in planning are managerial tasks such as establishing

and reviewing goals, objectives, and missions; formulating strategic and

tactical plans and procedures; forecasting and budgeting organizational

resources; and, preparing for various contingencies which may arise io the

future. The community college administrator must pay close and careful

attention to each and every one of these actiitiesif scarce resources are

to be managed effectively.

The objectives and goals of any community college are the "beacons"

by which the direction of Pll of the missions and programs of the college

are guided. Accordingly, the college manager should review, and revise

when necessary, these goals in order to assure that resources are not being

expended towards accomplishing objectives that are inappropriate. Social

objectives (e.g., high-quality, low-cost, postsecondary educational oppor-

tunity for all who desire); organizational goals (e.g., consultative

academic governance through extensive use of committees); technological

objectives (e.g., acquisition of sophisticated, state-of-the-art laboratory

equipment for pedagogical excellence); and all other categories of goals

should be intensively reexamined to be certain that they are valid in view

of the limited resources available. Also, those goals which are found to

be appropriate for the community college should be ranked by their relative

importance. Scarce resources may then be alloated among these objectives

in accordance with their relative value to tt overall mission of the

college.
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Decision making is the process of choosing between alternative courses

of action. Rational and logical decision making is an extremely important

facet of planning as well as all of the other management functions. This

is especially true when resources are constrained. The comrunity college

administrator must be sure that planning decisions are derived from organi-

zation objectives rather than from purely personal ones. Alternative plans

should be analyzed and evaluated using factual data and information, not

intuition and feelings. A management information system Which functions

smoothly and accurately is essential for the effective administration of

scarce reources. "Information gaps" can lead to the inefficient allocation

of.limited funds and other resources throughout the college organization, and

must, therefore, be eliminated as much as possible. The actual way in which

decisions are madebay also be inappropriate. The extensive use of staffs

and committees in the decision making process might well have to be'curtailed

in times of scarcity if the costs of this consultative approach exceed the

benefits derived from it.

The strategic and operational plans of any community college need to be

precisely formulated. These prcastablished courses of action determine, for

some time into the future, the ways in which organizational resources are to

be distributed. If these plans are too ambitious, or derived from invalid

objectives, or based on inaccurate forecasts, then limited resources may be

wasted. Present future strengths and weaknesses must be accurately

assessed, especially with respect to resource-generating items such as

enrollment trends and local, state, and federal funding levels. Any assump-

t.e
ti c ns Jipon which pr&ifs are premised should be carefully checked for their

Ci
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validity. Only through careful, rational, objective, and unbiased planning

can community college administrators be reasonably assured that they will

ultimately get the "mostfor their dollar" from their scarce resources in

the future.

Once long and short-range plans have been formulated, the next neces-

sary step in effectively planning scarce resources is to develop.and/or revise

the policies, procedures, and rules of the community college. These are the

guidelines which provide, with increasing specificity, directions as to how

the plans of the organization are to be implemented. Policies, procedures,

and rules regarding student attendance, faculty teaching loads, adding and

dropping classes, and leaves of absence, to name just a few, may require

modification in times of declining enrollments and funding. The more

efficiently community college administrators specify policies, procedures,

And rules, the less chance there is that valuable assets will be used in a

way inconsistent with the overall goals, objectives, and plans of the

organization :1

All of the various programs being conducted bany community college

should be reassessed, and new programs critically evaluated, as an integral

part of the planning process,. QuestionS-MUst_be raised concerning the con-

sistency and cost-effectiveness of each and every academic and non-academic

(e.g., athletics) program in existence or being contemplated. Does each

program su)prr, the goals and objectives of the college? Is each p.ogram

being conducted in accordance with the s.rategic and operational plans of

the college? Are the benefits--to the student, the college, and society- -

worth the costs associated with each program? If the answers to these kinds

of questions are not clearly in :he affirmative, then management. should give.
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serious consideration to reducing or even eliminating any offending

programs in order that resources might be better applied elsewhere.

Budgets can be a very important any effective method for planning

scarce resourcesbut only if they are not abused. Cash flow, expense,

and capital 'midgets all provide a mechanism by which resources'can be

logically a/..quired, distributed, and controlled by commur4fy collegd

administrators. However, budgets can be and often are mismanaged. It is

not uncommon to hear comments around college campuses to the effect that

. .
we've got to spend it (budgeted money) even though we don't need it,

't'we don't spend it, they'll cut it out of the next year's budget,"

or ". . . if we stay within our budget limits this year, we'l get the

same or even less next year, so let's go over the budget a bit." When

budgets are based solely on who did or did not spend certain amounts of

money in preceding periods, they lose most or all of their effectiveness as

a planning method. Rather, budgets should-be used by community college

administrators as a rational means for allocating scarce resources throughout

the organization on the basis of the overall goals and strategic plans of the

college.

In order to plan effectively for the efficient usd'of scarce resources,

the community college administrator must make accurate forecasts regarding

future conditions such as enrollment levels. This forecasting process can-

not be left solely to intuition and judgment. Many forecasting methods are

readily available to management (trend analysis, moving averages, auto-

regressive models) aAd should be used to predict as precisely as possible

both the availability of, and demand fur, future resources. With effective



forecasting, management can more accurately judge just how scarce future

resources may be, and plan for where they might most 'appropriately be

applied.

Given the dynamic nature of the surrounding environment, the community

college planner needs to formulate stragegies, .olicies, etc., using what

is often,referred to as a "contingency approach". Plans cannot be rigid

and inflexible ifAthey are to be readily adaptable to an ever-changing

environment. Znrollments rise and fall; demands for different academic pro-

grams increase and decrease; laws and statutes governing community colleges

continually change; and so forth. Ip order that resources may be quickly

and easily redirected correspondingly, plans must be flexible and adaptable

to some extent. Contingency planning means that limited resources ca. be

moved about to where they are most needed whenever changes in a dynamic

environment so dictate.

In its entirety, effective planning is an integral and major aspect of

managing sr.:arce resources. To be successful, today's administrators of

community colleges must make carefully considered planning decisiOns regard-

ing the goals. strategies, policies, programs, and budgets of their organi-

zations. Both strategic ad operational plans must-be-flexible and

adaptable, given the dynamic environment within which community colleges

operate. Planning cannot be left to chance. Rather, plans need to be well-

thought-out and well-communicated throughout the organization. Only by

effective planning can the increasingly limited resources available to

community colleges be put to use in the best possible way.
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ORGANIZING SCARCE RESOURCES

In addition to planning what resources will be needed and how they

should be distributed, the community college administrator must also be con-

cerned with how these scarce resources are organized. Managers need to make

careful and considered decisions regarding the interrelationships and inter-

actions which exist between the various resources of the collegestudents,

faculty, staff, equipment, supplies, etc.--if these resources are not to be

administered in a haphazard and disorganized way. With proper organization,

community college administrators can be better assured that the scarce

resources available to them are used as effectively and as efficiently as

possible.

Organization basically implies the "grouping" of the resources necessary

for accomplishing the goals and objectives of the community college in some

way or another. Two different community college organizations actually exist:

the formal organization as specifi,?.d by administration, and the informal

organization which evolves over a period of time. The community college

admin.strator%s'hould be especially concerned with integrating the two. This

can and should be done by assuring as much as possible that the personal

desires of the members of the community college organization are fulfilled

in conjunction with the attainment of the formal goals and objectives of the

college. Through this procgs of "goal integration", the rims of both

organizations become harmonious and supportive of each other.

When resources are limited, managers should be certain that the responsi-

bility-authority-accountability relationships, the "glue" that holds the

organization together, are appropriate and consistent. 'Responsibility is
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the obligation to contribute in some f.shion to accomplishing the goals

and objectives of the community college; authority is the formal, dele-

gated right to take the necessary action to discharge a responsibility; and

accountability is the requirement to report on how appropriately and suc-

cessfully authority has been used and responsibilities have been met.

Balance between the three is imperative for effective-and efficient use of

community college resources. Too much authority, or too little accounta-

bility, for example, invites the diversion of scarce resources away from

the bes interests of the college organization as a whole in favor of some

particular personal pursuit'. The community college administrator must,

therefore, be careful that for each and every position in the organization,

the degree of responsibility assigned is neither insufficient nor excessive;

that the authority delegated is commensurate with the responsibility assigned;

and, that strict accountability is exacted regarding how that authority is

used to discharge the responsibilities of the position.

An organizational concept closely related to the responsibility-

authority-accountability triad is that of power. While some bases of power

in organizations are derived from formal authority (for example, the power

to reward and punish), others are more personal in nature (charisma,

professional expertise, and the like). The faculty member who is an expert

teacher ;? scholar, or who. is a "super nice person," for instance, may

exert a real and significant power over the thoughts and actions of colleagues.

The community college administrator who recognizes where these informal,

personalized centers of power exist within the organization can make a

conscious effort to enlist their support and aid in assuring that scarce

resources are put to the best use possible.
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The way in which the operations of the community college are subdivided

or "departmentalized" should: also be reviewed, and revised as warranted, in

view of resource imitations'. Some academic or administrative depaiqments

may not be making a significant contribution towards attaining the overall

goals of the college and, therefore, perhaps'should be eliminated entirely.

Others might function more efficientlyLif reorganized and merged into a

smaller number of departments. These are perhaps the most difficult kinds

of changes for the community college administrator to make. Student

programs, faculty tenure, and administrative "empires" are just some of the

areas affetted bychanges in the basic structure of the community college

organization. But these difficulties should not be permitted to stand in

the way of any meaningful reorganization which is required to halt the

distribution of scarce resources to organizational elements which do not \
contribute their "fair share" to the overall performance of thecollege.

Organizational retrenchment, while not a pleasant management task, maX be

the only way to assure that the community college can continue to survi

during periods of declining enrollments and funding,

The use of staffs and the line -staff relationships which exist in the

community college organization should also be reexamined to determine if any

inefficient uses of resources are evident. It may well be that the "luxury"

of maintaining numerous advisory staffs on an ongoing basis is one which

cannot be afforded when resources are limited. Whenever and wherever staffs

are used, the community college administrator can take several steps to

improve the efficiency with which they operate. Respon§ibility-authority:

accountability relationships must be clearly specified so that staffs do

not exceed their jurisdictional boundaries. The administrators should
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listen to their staffs' - -if the advice is not worth hearing then the staff

should be eliminated. Members of Ott ffs must be kept well-informed if the

I
advice they provide is to be based on timely and accurate data. While

staffs which are superfluoy5 constitute a waste of bo time and money,

those which are necessary and'whose advice is heeded can be a valuable

asset in managing scarce resources.

Community colleges have sometimesqeen characterized as being

"notorious",in their use of committees as a part of the organizational

process. Both standing and,ad hoc committees tend to be used fairly

extensively in colleges as a meabs of4implementing the consultative

\

approach towards decision making. The benefits of committees--group dis-

cussion and evaluation; broad representation; flow of information; etc.,

! are often well-worth the time and effort contributed by the committee

members. However, committees have their disadvantages too: they are time-

consuming and costly, they can obfuscate responsibilities, they may lead

to indecision and problem-avoidance, and the like. Community college

administrators, therefore, need to be particularly careful that they are

using their limited resources efficiently, and are not allocating them

inappropriately, whenever they establish any committee as an element of the

college organization.

In all, then, organization is an important factor affecting whether

scarce resources can and will be applied as effectively and efficiently as

possible towards accomplishing the goals and objectives of the community

college. Administrators should recognize the existence of an informal

P
organization as well as the formal one and attempt to integrate the goals

and activities of the two. Responsibilities, authcrities, and
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accountabilities must be clearly specified and communicated, anc: kept in

balance with one.another throughout the college organization. Additionally,

bases of power--both formal and informal--need to be identified and included

in the effort. to properly manage limited resources. The extent and nature

of the departmentalization which exists in the organization should be

reexamined and revised where necessary .to assure that every element of the

organization has a viable role in accomplishing the overall goals and

objectives of the community college. Staffs and committees must both be

used judiciously in order that the henefits of each may be obtained without

excessive expenditures of time and money. Careful management attention to

these organizational areas will contribute significantly to the effort ,to

use the scarce resources available to the community college in the'most

appropriate manner possible.

DIRECTING SCARCE RESOURCES

Once any administrator has reviewed the way in which limited resources

are organized and interrelated throughout the community, college, and has

revised the organizational structure of the college wherever called for,

then the next function or process of management which should be critically

examined is that of directing. As its name implies, directing concerns the

ways in which organizational resources are channeled toward accomplishing

the overall goals and objectives of the community college. Three major areas

of directing should be carefully considered. These areas are motivation,

leadership, and communications. Effective administration of all three of

these areas is essential for the best use possible of the resources available

to the community college.
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Motivation, is essentially a cyclicapphenomenon. Individuals.have a

variety of needs which give rise to the drive to behave in ways by which the
\.

rewards will satisfy their needs. As old needs become reasonably well-

satisfied, new needs arise to take their ,place. The motivational process

is thus a continuous, ongoing one. As much as possible, then, the organi-

zational resources which are used to reward the personnel of the community

college must be consistent with the heeds and desires of those individuals,

and linked to performance which facilitates the attainment of the overall

goals of the college. In this way, faculty, administration, and staff

personnel can accomplish their own ends--rewards which fulfill their own

personal needs--as a result of effort and performance which is In the best

interest of the college.

Recent studies have indicated that there are two basic independent

factors which affect the motivation, sati-fact ion, and performance of the

individuals within any organization. These factors are commonly referred

to as the "motivational" factor and the "hygienic" factor. The motivational

factor is related to the content of an individual's job--meaningful work, a

sense of responsibility and achievement, and similar items--while the hygienic

factor is related to the context of the job--working conditions, superviion,

pay, and the like.

Studies have shown that both factors must be carefull;, managed if

performance levels are to be as high as possible. This is because the

hygienic factor tends to be associated with dissatisfaction, while the

motivational factor tends to be related with satisfaction. So, community

college administrators should strive wherever possible to ensure both

that the working environment is riot a source of dissatisfaction and that
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the content of each job i,s a source of satisfaction. By using limited

resources in a W.F; which minimizes sources of dissatisfaction and maximizes

,ources of satisfaction throughout the organization, the college administrator
'-4

will have done much toward Achieving the highest levels of individual

motivation and performance feasible.

Leadership fs a second major consideration for the community collega>1.,-

administrator faced with the challenge of effectively directing scarce

resources. While similar in may respects, leadership and management are

separate and distinct concepts. Whereas management is a formal "dYlganiza-

t4onal role, leadership is a more personal concept regarding an individual's

ability to-influence and direct the behavior of others. Being placed in a

_

managerial position does not automatically make one an_effective leader;

.

thtiersely; some of the most inflgential leaders (for example, heads of

faculty groups) in any comr.inity college are not in administration Per se.

.0neJimportant aspect of the leadership role which affects how well any

. -
leader performs is the extent to which the individual possesses the requisite

skills of leadership. Ther,e are three basic classes.of leadership skills:

conceptual, technical, and humaiiskills. Especially at the higher levels

of'the community college organization, administrators need to be capable of

effecOvely conceptualizing the long-range goals, objectives, strategies,

and programs of the college if,they are to be good leaders. Technical

-.':kills - -a thorough understanding or the detailed complexities of the opera-

. trans of the co loge -is particularly required of leaders at lower organiza-

tional 'levels. At all lev-els of the organization, administrators must be

capable of easily and effectively interacting with ethers if they are to be

successf.A in their leadership role. Community college administrators
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should, therefore, assure that they themselves, and those individuals they

place in other leadership roles throughout the college, possess these skills

and develop,them to the fullest extent.

Another important aspect of the leadership role is the leadership style

the leader adopts. These styles can range ahywhere from a totally exploitive,

autu,ratic appropoh to a completely free-rein, "hands-off" style toward

directing the actions of others. While there is eviaence that choosing

the style which works best is contingent sc 'ewhat upon the nature of the

leadership situation, in the majority of instances, a participative,

consaltativo approach toward leadership appears to be most appropria,e.

This is especially true when dealing ith prof :: ; onals and "white-collar"

workers found in the community college setting.

Last, leadership effectiveness is to a large extent determined by the

types and degree of concern the leader possesses. A common fallacy is to

assume that a concern for organizational productivity and a concern for the

needs of the people within the organization are opposing forces, and that

having a high degree of concern for one must necessarily mean having a

minimal concern for the other. Studies have shown that, actually, these

two concerns are not independent of one another. In general, the most

effective leaders typically tend to possess a great concern for both the

eels of people and the goals of the organization.

Overall, the community college a....aistrator should have a twofold

interest in leadership abilities. Administrator! need to examino botn their

own capabilities and those of other individuals placed in leadership positions

throughout the college. Whenever required, skills should be enhanced,

stiles modified, and Concernsheightened, so that the leaders of the cor ity
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college can effectively direct the use of the scarce resources available

towards the efficient attainment of the goals,and objectives of the

college.

Communications is the third major area for concern when analyzing the

directing function of management. Without proper communications, it is

virtually impossible to use limited resources of the community college

properly. Administrator should be careful to assure that communications

channels are open and functioning freely throughout the college organization- -

downwards, upwards, and laterally across departmental lines. Barriers to

communications need to be reduced and eliminated. Messages must be

expressed clearly in terms the receiver can readily comprehend. The

"grapevine", the communications channel of the informal organization, should

be incorporated in the communicatic-s network used by the formal organ ,ition.

Care should always be taken to be completely accurate'in administrative

communications. Also, only necessary and essential information should

generally be communicated. Far too often, communications channels become

saturated with trivial and unnecessary transmissions. This can result both

in tying up important messages and in having these vital messages lost or

ignored. Precise, accurate, clear communica'ions are the onl way in which

the use of scarce resources can be directed with a minimum of waste and
4

inefficiency.

In total, directing scarce resources relies heavily upon achieving

higher levels of motivation, satisfaction, and performance through effective

leadership and communications. The personal needs of the administration,

faculty, and staff of th? community college should he taken into considera-

tion when directing their organizational activities. Leadership skills,
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styles, and concerns must be reviewed and revised as required in order that

administrators might more effectively guide.and influnce the behavior of

others toward accomplishing the overall goals of the college.

Additionally, communications need to be clear and accurate if the

directing process i to be successful. One last point, a particularly

important one for management when resources are especially scarce, is that

many of the improvement) which can be made in directing the activities of

the community colleg_ (increasing the motivation to perform well by designing

challenging jobs; developing a participative .leadership style; communicating

clearly with others; etc.) can be brought about with a minimum of expense

and thus with a minimum drain on the limited resources available to the

community, college administrator.

CONTROLLING SCARCE RESOURCES

Controlling is the last of the four basic functions or processes of

management with wnich community college administrators should be concerned.

Far too often, managers' devote the bulk of their time to establishinJ plans,

organizing resources, and directing activities--and then just "walk away"

from things, ascuming all Ill go well. But, as Murphy's Law has it:

"A-ythinc that can go wrong, will--and at the most inopportune time

possible." Control is, therefore, a critical -ftonction-for the administra-

tion of community colleges. Effective control is essential for assuring

that the scarce resources available to the college administrator have,

indeed, been used in the best possible way.

Control can be thought of as being comprited of seven steps which need

to be performed one at a time, in sequence. These steps are: data
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collection; information processing; comparison to standards; identificdtion

of discrepancies; analysis of discrepancies; determination of corrective

action; and,_ implementation of corrective action. Each and every one of

these steps is equally important for effective control, since control is

"only as strong as its weakest link". If the community college administrator

neglects any one of these seven steps, then resources may well wind up

being misapplied accordingly.
C

the first step in controlling the use of limited .sources is to

gather appropriate data regarding how well or how poorly the goal and

objectives of the.college are being accomplished. Total enrollment figures,

class attendance records, and class t4zes are just a few examples of the

many kinds of qqantity, quality, time, and cost data which can be and are

used for control purposes. These data provide the foundation for effective

control.

The second step in _control-it to transform data into information. Raw

-datab.e often difficult to interpret, z, generally should be converted to

amore meaningful form of information.
For example, total enrollments can

be transformedvto full-time equivalent students, class attendance records

to average daily attendance figures, and so forth. The information which

results from these transformations can then more readily be comprehended

by the college administrator and used for control purposes.

Third, the information gained from control data should be compared to

the appropriate'standards. These standards should have been established as

a part of the planning function. They should reflect the "norms" of the

community ollege, the desired levels of attainment at the various control

points being analyzed. Projected full-time equivalent enrollments, desired
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average class sizes, and budgeted full-time equivalent faculty positions are -
t

examples of the kinds of standards established by community college administra-

tors when planning how best to use their scarce resources:

The fourth step in control is to identify all discrepancies which may

exist between actual performance and plonned activities as reflected by the

-s'tandards of the college. It is especially important to recognize he that

it may be ,'List as inappropriate to exceed a standard as it is to fall short of

that standard. To have more-books and periodicals in a library than planned,

for example, may mean that the resources which are being used to acquire and

maintain these volumes might be better put to use elsewhere in the college.

Fifth, the community college administrator must carefully analyze the

reasons for any,discrepancies which may have been identified. Up to this-

point, the concern his been forWhat (if dnything) has not gone according to

plans. Now the concern becomes one for why any discrepancies have occurred.

It is particularly important to be certain of the true "root" cause of the

problem and its identification, .ther than a secondary cause or corollary symp-

tom. Otherwise, resources may wind up being expended inefficiently on treating

symptoms instead of actual causes. Additionally, administrators should keep in

mind that it may be the standards themselves whi:,11 are at fault, not actual per-

formarce. Unrealistic standards which cannot be attained in actuality may well

be the cause of some of tine discrepancies identified by the contrcl process.

The sixth step in the control of the operations of the community college(

should be formulation of corrective action for remedying any discrepancies which

may have been identified. If class sizes are too small, some may have to

,\
be combined or dropped, and fewer classes might be scheduled the



Li n

,,nortne4414

next time, for example. Generally, corrective action will need to be

two-faceted: curative and preventive. Curative corrective action is

intended to remedy what has already occurred (combining class sections),

while preyentive corrective action is aimed at assuring that the same

discrepancy does not occur again (scheduling" fewer classes in the future).

Last, the corrective action which has been formulated by the college

administration must be effectively implemented. Of particular importance--

is that feedback must be obtained in order to make certain that the curative

and preventiv'e actions are, ijideed, having their desired effects. Gathering

these feedback data initiates the entire control process once again--new

data are transformed into information wb.ich is compared to standards, and

so forth. Thus, control becomes an ongoing process for the community college

administrator, designed to ensure that limited resours are actually being

used -correctly,as planned, for's the effective and efficient attainment of the

goals and objectives of the college.

Overall, the administration of any community college involves accom-

plishing a complex se, of activities associated with planning, organizing,

directing, and controlling the performance of the totaccollege and Ole

various eleme,f,. 'r which it is comprised. While never an easy task, college

administration becomes an especially difficult job in periods of declining

enrollments and .decreasing funding-- periodswhen virtually all of the

resources available to the administrator correspondingly lyz::.ome scarcer

than ever. In the following section of the chapter, several behavioral Pnd

analytical methods for aiding the community college administrator in

"getting the most from each resource dollar" are briefly described.

r.
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SOME METHODS FOR MANAGING SCARCE RESOURCES

A variety of methods are available to help the community college

administrator with the task of managing scarce resources. Some of the

major behavioral and analytical tools which might be applied_to thistask

---
are summarizejiin_thc falloWing paragraphs. With these techniques, the,

college administrator shOuld be better equipped to meet the challenge of

usingAlimited resources as effectively and as efficientiy as possible.

Job enrichment has been shown in many studies to be a very effective

way to increase an individual'., motivation, satisfaction, and performance.

The process of enriching any job basically involves making the work more

meaningful, c011enging, and intrinsically rewarding. Often this is done

by giving the individual more responsibility for,-and authority over, the

nature of the job. With the addition of these managerial characteristics

to the position, the work is thereby made more interesting and satisfying

to the emOoyee, and motivation and performance increase accordingly; but,

too great an enrichment, too quickly, can sometimes be too-much-for-the

individual to cope with, and just the opposite result occurs. A careful ana

judicious appro.ach toward job enrichment, however, will often lead to better

performance and, therefore, less waste of limited resources.

Maoagement by Objectives (MBO) is another, similar behavioral method for

improving job performance. In MBO, both the administrator and the nbordinaq,

working together, establish the objectives to be accomplished in the sub-

ordinate's job. After an agreed upon period of time, performance is appraised

in view of how well the individual has accomplished these objectives. The

ability of the individual to participate in establishing the parameters of
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-the position often lAds to an "ego involvement" in, or personal commitment

to, the work to be 'done, which in turn results in a higher level of per -

formance. The inherent-aspects-6f two-way communications and participative

leadership make MBO an attractive tool which may be of considerable use for

the_community college administrator.

Periods of scarce resources in community colleges generally imply_

periods of cnange, in which numerous actions are taken,in resOnse to the

decline in resources. Often,,the use of a "change agent" can be very

beneficial for assuring that these changes are brougnt about as rapidly and

efficiently as possible. The change agent is an individual whose job is to

make certain that the nature of, and need for, any change is clearly:under-

stood by all those who are affected by the change. The change agent also

-solicits-the active participation of those affected in determining how the

change should be implemented. Again, the participative approach toward the

management of change typically results in a reduced resistance to change and,

thus, a greater efficiency in its implementation.

ad) enrichment, management by objectives, and the use of change agents

.,

are just three of the many behavioral techniques available to the community

college administrator faced with the task of mananing scarce resources as

e ciciently as is possible. The genenerl area of management called organi-

zationq1,4evelopment (OD), which inc ades these and other behavioral methods

(e.g., sensitivity training), has been the topic of numerous studies and

writings in recent years. However, the underlying theme for all of these

methods is that an understanding of, and concerti for, the needs of the

individual(coupled with a consultative, participative approach towards

administi-ative leadership) will typically result in a greater motivation and
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commitment on the part of the individual--and, thus, in higher performance

and a more efficient use of limited resources.

Turning now to some analytical aids for managing scarce resources, one

area of the management sciences is particularly relevant for discussion.

This area concerns the field of mathematical programming. Mathematical

programming is comprised of analytical methods including linear programming,

non-linear programming, and dynamic programming. These methods are all

mathematical tools available to the community college administrator whose

explicit objective is to allocate scarce resources among competing alterna-

tives to optimize some objective function, such as minimizing the total

--,cost of operations. They can and shoUld be used to help determine which,

if any, missions and programs of the college should be eliminated altogether,

and at what levels the remainder should be pursued--all in view of the best

possible allocation of the limited resources of the college for accomplishing

its overall goals and objectives.

A relatively new approach towards -J.cheMatical programming is that of

pal programming. As with the methods. mentioned above, goal programming is

concerned with allocating scarce resources as ,t as po: 'e among competing

alternatives. however, goal programming alSo recognizes that most

organizations there are many goals, with differing priorities, which need

to be .accomplished. Thi, method enables tie administrator to allocate his

resources so as to ensure that top priority goals are completely accomplished

first, and so on down the line. Goal programming analyses typically

conclude with low priority goals being less than fully attained because of

the scarcity of resources. any successful applications of goal programming

have been reported, including areas such as banking, credit unions, and
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OSHA safety requirement models. Goal programming has the potential of

being a very important tool for aiding the community college administrator

in determining how best to allocate scarce resources, while keeping in

mind the differing priorities.of the many goals and objectives of the

community college.

A third analytical approach towards resource management, one which is

also relatively new to most administrators, is that of zero-base-budgeting.

Zero-base budgeting implies that every element of the organization is "wiped

out" at the beginning of each budgeting period, and that'every item included

in the new budget for that period must be justified anew. This justification

process re',uires that every proposed activity be described and explained,''

the consequences of nut-pursuing it discussed, any alternatives to the

actiOty presented, and the estimated benefits and costs of the activity

spelleddut. These "decision packages" for all of the proposed activities

are then ranked by administration fn order of importance and Value, and

scarce resources are budgeted accordingly. While more time-cvsuming than

tr"aditional budgeting techniques -- especially the first time it is *nee--

zero-baserbudgeting can provide the community college administrator with

an effective technique For budgeting limited resources in a rational,

efficient way.

Mathematical programming, goal programming, and zero-base budgeting are

only some of the many analytical tools with which the administrators of

community colleges can better ensure that their scarce,resources are being

'allocated as effectively and al. efficiently as possible. The management

sciences field contains scores of similar methods for the rational manage-

[pert of Oganizational resources. The overall concept with which the

-
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community college administrator should be constantly concerned is that of

benefits versus costs. In general, whenever limited resources are to be

applied anywhere in the community college organization, the administrator

should be certain the benefits of that application exceed the cost of the

resources; and that, dollar for dollar, the greatest possible benefit is

being ned in comparison to all alternative applications. With such an

'approach, community college administrators. can be assured that they are

doing the best job possible of managing their scarce resources.

SUMMARY

,
The manageinent of scarce resources is a,difficult and complex task.

Recent declines in enrollments, and cutbacks in funding levels, have made

it imperat'Ne that the community college administrator be especially careful

regarding 'how increasingly scarce resources are allocated throughout the

college organization., "Satisficing" in manL,erial decision making must be
_ .

replaced by an optimiling approach toward managing limited resources.

When planning 4-le use of the scarce resources of the community college,

administrators must.ensure that the goals and objectives of the college are

precisely defined. Decision making should be as rational, objective, and

'unbiased as possible. Strategic and operational plans need to be consistent

with the goals of the college and within the scope of the available resources.

Policies and prbcedures should be carefully reviewed, as shoul4 all new and

, existing programs. Budgets and the budgeting process must be as precise as

possible, and free from typical abuses. Forecasts should be objective and

accurate. Last, all plans should recognize the dynamics of the planning

environment, and should, therefore, be flexible and contingent upon environ-

mental changes.
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When organizing the use of the scarce resources of the community

college, administrators must be certain that all responsibility-author'Li-

accountabilfty relationships are clearly defined and are in balance. The

way in which, the college is departmentalized should be reviewed and revised

if necessary. The dse of staffs, and the line-staff relationships, also

need,to be reexamined. Both standing and ad hoc committees should be formed
ti

only when necessary to improve the decision making process, and not for

.reasons such as avoiding making decisions. Finally, the 'informal organiza-

tion should be integrated with the formal organization as much as possible

in order to facilitate the operations of the community college.

When directing the use of'the scarce resources of the community college,

administrators need to be concerned with the needs of the individuals within

the college organizption. Both the content and context of work must be

ell-desigried if satisfaction)and performance are to be high. Conceptual,

--1 /
.. \

,,

technical, and human skill should be developed by those -in leadership roles.

A participative leadership style, in most instances, will result in a

greater commitqent and higher level of performance. Community college

)

ieadyrs')simultaneously can and should be highly concerned with both'the

needs of the individuals within the oryanizations, and the goals and

objectivesof the college itself. Communication channels should be open in

-airdirections throughout the organizatfun. Messages need to be clear,

precise, 4nd accurate. Finally, trivial and unimportant communications

should not be permitt ti to overload the channels of communication in the

community college.

When controlling /e use of the scarce resources of the community college;
.

administritors must pay careful attention to each and every one of the seven

u,
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sequential steps in the control pro-es;. Control data thatare relevant

and accurate must be collected. These data need to be transformed into,

meaningful information which can then be compared to planned standards.

Discrepancies between actual performance and standards must be identified

and carefully analyzed as to their causes. Appropriate corrective action- -

both curative and preventive -- should be formulated and implemLhted. Finall),

feedback should be maintained to assure that the desired results are,

indeed, being attained.

When managi, the use of the scarce resources of the community college,

administrators have many hehavioral and analytical tools available to aid

them in this task. Job enrichment, management by objectives., and the use of

change agents are just a few of the many behavioral methods which can be

used. In general, these behavioral techniques recognize the needs of the

individuals in the college organization, and the effectiveness of a partici-

pative and integrative leadership approach, for attaining a high level of

commitment and performance. Matheiaatical programming, goal programming, and

zero-base budgeting are some of the numerous analytical tools from the

management sciences which are also available to community college administra-

tors. The basic aim of these analytical techniques is to provide quantitative

methods for helping community college administrators ensure their decisions

result in receiving the greatest benefit possible for each resource dollar

_-

spent`,

In conclusion, comn unity college administrators faced with declining

enrollments, decreasing funds, and dwindling resources, must carefully plan,

organize, direct, and control the entire mectrum of the activities of the

college organization, making,good use of the many behavioral and analytical
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tools available. This must be done if community college administratdrs

are to be assured that their scarce resources are being utilized in the

best, most effective, and efficient way possible.

ce.
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, ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER

Building on their personal professioriai''0.periences in community college education
and their special studies in the field, the, author's describe the development and use of,four
ty pes of management teams in these institutions: They arc designated as follows: (1) top-
management--a group responsible for highest le% el policy formulation and administration
of the college; (2) -innovative implementing--a group responsible for seeing a new insti-
tutional departure through stages of development from exploration to institutionalization;
(3) key work grotty member--a group responsible for effectiveness of a particular functional
area of the college; and, (4) special evaluation--a b up responsible for critical assessment
of the institution or a significant element in it.

The basic pret Ilse for discussion of development and use of these management teams
in ,he chapter is that conummity colleges are "knowledge organizations", ones depending
on use of specially trained personnel to carry on their furiCtions and having social gaiiis in

'level and use of knowledge as their products. Sections of the discussion deal with the
scholarly base on which development and use of community college management teams
rest; role definition of teams and team members; role coordination; team member identi-
fication, recruitmert, and selection; team member professional development; and,
evaluation of team produ:tivity. The chapter doses with a call for further application of
research and developmental energy on team development for improved management of
community colleges and some indications of directions these efforts might take, is well as
the reasons why they are r:eeded. 4
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Chapter V

TEAM DEVELOPMENT FOR

COMMUNITY COLLEGE MANAGEMENT

by

S. V. Martorana

Eileen Kuhns

INTRODUCTION

From the variety af perspectives provided by our association Oith, and

studies of, communitylcolleges,..we see well managed community collges using

four types of manage ent teams. For purposes of the discussion to follow in

this chapter, the tams are designated as: (1) top-management; (2) innovative

implementing; (3) key work group member; and, (4) special evaltiatin. The

working definition of each is: (1) top-management--a group responsible for

highest-level policy formulation and administration in the colle0; (2) inno-

vative implementing--a group responsible forfrseeing a new institutional

departure through stages of development from exploration to instftutjonali-

zation; (3) key work group member--a group responsible for effectiveness of

a key functional area of the college; and, (4) special evaluationla group

responsible for critical assessment of the institution or a significant

element in it.

To a degree, each of these types of teams is recognized, thoUgh net

necessarily by the designations given here, in the scholarly literature of

organizational behavior and management. The use of teams for top-management

and for the implementation of innovations within the organization it coming

to be generally accepted in the literature of the field that examines the use
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_ of teams_ as a basic design principle for management. -sNe third of the four_

types listed, however, represents a conclusion reached by the authors_of

this chapter as valid, based upon their synthesis of a number of authoritative

works in the field, and their own personal observation of the administrative,

management, and leadership style and practices followed in community u'leges.

The last type of team identified and to be discussed in this chapter has thus

far attracted relatively little notice as a specific management approach in

the authoritative writings on the subject; however, the increasing evidence

of its use in practice in the management of community colleges persuades the

authors that it merits inclusion in the discussion presented here.

Purposes and Organization of Chapter

Several purposes are set for the balance of this chapter. In the sections

which follow, attention will first center briefly on the knowledge base on

which the team idea rests, and next on the use and validity of team develop-

ment in the management of.community colleges as a particular kind of institu-

tion with a special educational purpose and philosophy to implement in their

operations as-complete organizations. The next two sections will discuss, in

turn, the role definition of teams and team members and the task of role

coordination. A fourth section deals with team member identification,

recruitment, and selection; a fifth with team member professional improvement

or "staff development;" and a sixth with the evaluation of team productivity.

The chapter closes with a call for further application of research and

developmental energy on team development for improved management by community

colleges and an indication of the directions these efforts might take as well

as the reasons why they are needed.
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THE KNOWLEDGE BASE -OF THE_ TEAM_ CONCEPT

=1=1.

Efforts'to develop a better general understanding of the team concept in

staffing, structuring, and managing an organization are seen coming from two

directions. One is the thrust of some scholar analysts to estdblish a general

theory of group or social organizaticnal action which can apply to all forms

of organizations and enterprises. Another is the efforts of analysts of Vie

staffing function in particular spheres of activities such as business,

industry; and so on.

Among those who can be mentioned Whose work builds a basic theoretical

foundation for understanding the merits of use of a team development approach

to any human enterprise are Talcott Parsons, and A. H. Maslow. Parsons

works on the basic structure of social organization, and his development of

a theory of individual and personal drives toward satisfaction (in relation-

'"r-

ship to individuals' sense of deprivation) provides theoretical and conceptual

foundations on which many propositions fog' institutional management, including

the notion of team development, can be advanced.1 In a similar manner, but

from a different perspective (namely the psychological drives of human

individuals): Maslowhas established a dieory of motivation in individual

behavior on which many management practices are being laid.2

The work of specialists in the study of staffing practices in particular. ,

enterprises can also be helpful in a background discussion of team development.

Drucker's conclusions about the use of teams as a basic design principle, for

example, draw heavily on business and industry and are fundamental to the

discussion which follows. He says:

Team design requires a continuing mission in

which the specific tasks change frequently, however.

,
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I -f there is no continuing missior

ad hoc temporary task force--but
based on the team as a permanent
do not change, or if their relati
sequence remain unchanged, there
organization and no point to it.3

, there might_ be-an-

not an organization
design. If the tasks
veimportance or
is no need for team

But Drucker-then develops some significant expansions to this general

definition when "the knowledg6 organization" is discussed. The extensions

tend to suggest for management an integrated use ofboth functional

considerations ard teams in order to assur organizational effectiveness.

The following quotations show how this log q develops:

But the area where team de ign, as a complement to
functional organization, is lik ly to make the greatest
contributions is in the knowled e work. . .

This requires better furs tonal management. What
specialties are needed has to 6 decided or else the
organization will drown in us ess and unused learning.
There is need to think throug what the key activities
are in which a high degree 0 specialized knowledge work
in the key areas is provided for, in depth, and with
excellence. It also demand that knowledge work in
other areas is either not d ne at all or be kept in low
key. . . .

An increasing oumber f knowledge workers, however,
will have a functional ho e but do.their work with other
knowledge workers from of er functions and disciplines.
The more advanced the kn ledge worker's knowledge, the
more likely it is that h will do his work and make his
contributions in cross- unctional teams, rather than in
his own functional comp nent. . . . It becomes results
only in a team.

Knowledge organi4ation will, therefore, increasingly
have two axes: a fu ttional one, managing the man and

Viskh-olvledge-"; dt10 I r one the team, managing work and
Lasks. Seen one wa , this undermines the functional
principle and destr ys it. Seen, another way, it saves
the functional pri ciple and makes it fully effective.
It certainly requires strong, professional, effective,
functional manag s and functional components.4

Later in his develop ent of the logic of the need for teams in knowledge

work, Drucker goes on to emphasize that:
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The team is clearly not the panacea advertised by a
good deal of the discussion of the small group and free-
form organization. Tt is a difficult structure requiring
very great self-discipline. It has "severe limitations

and major weaknesses..
But it is also not, as many managers still believe,

a temporary expedient for dealing with non-recurring
special problems. It is a genuine design principle of
organization. It is the best principle for such perma-
nent organizing tasks as top-management work and
innovating wok. And it is an important and perhaps
essential complement to functional structure--in mass-
production work, whether manual or clerical, and above
all, in knowledge work. It is the key, in all proba-
bility, to making functional skills fully effective in
the knowledge organization.'

The point to be noted .nd emphasized here is that a community college

is clearly a knowledge organization. The structure for management, therefore,

should recognize both the broad social functions '(goals) community colleges

are expected to attain, .and the highly specialized skills possessed by

persons who work as professionals within these institutions. Faculty;,

counselors:, librarians, instructional media specialists, fiscal officers,

public relations workers, admintgtrators--all are persons with advanced

preparation who carry on highly specialized technical and professional

duties to support the work of the institution.

Particularly in matters of top-management (the highest official

leadership level) and innovationattention to the team concept in management

is needed, as Drucker says, to balance considerations of organizational

functions and individual specialties. The importance of each to the produc-

tivity.of the college, (effective and efficient achievement of its goals) must

be kept in Mind. This is necessary because both functional structures are,

in Drucker's words: "work and task oriented".

To get the work of a community college done well requires not only a

complex of qualified professionals in various functional areas (student
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personnel, academic affairs, fiscal affairs, and so on), but also it requires
41I

a readiness to draw on selected individuals from each area of specialization

to operate across functional lines in leadership:top-managment decision

making,and policy formulation. Additionally, these requirements are necessary

to support and direct new departures in practices and programs o;' the insti-

tution. Thus, the logic developed in the series of Drucker's statements

presented above shows clearly the need for and the reason why community

colleges use teams designgted in this chapter as "top-management" and

"innovative implementing".

Drucker's views are modified somewhat, however, to accommodate the

frequent community college use of functional organizational design and,

within that, the effort to establish a team.concept for functional effective-

ness. In this practice, community College leadership attempts to apply the

team development concepts for better effectiveness in the management of

various functional areas of operation in a manner comparable to the applica-

tion of the team concept to the management of the entire institution in

order to assure its greater success in achieving its goals. In developing

this modification of Drucker's views on management teams, Likert's work on

motivation and productivity of work groups was influential in molding the

thinking of the authors of this chapter, for they see the professional staff

of a functional area of a community college (academic affairs, business

affairs, student personnel services, and so on) as the work groups in these

institutions.6 Because of these views, the authors hold that a discussion

of the use of teams in the management of community colleges should include

that designated here as "key work group member".
1:7
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Inclusion of the team type designated os "special evaluation" is the

result of observation of community colleges' use of groups of Personnel to

make special assessments'of institutional operation. Although included in,

this category are the special teams of outside personnel used to help

accrediting associations make judgments, special evaluation teams are more

than that. Included in the concept and in the, observed practices of community

colleges are the institutional self-study teams organized to produce compre-

hensive analyses of institutional operations preparatory to visitations,of

outside accrediting teams,,Application for special federal grants, approaches

to foundations for similar grant aid, and for other purposes. Also included

are the groups of professionals brouOt together to participate in the "audit"

-of internal operations. Use of audits for internal evaluation purposes is

on the increase and is no longer applied only to fiscal matters (as was

earlier the case) but is being applied to academic operations, student

services, 'and other aspects of institutional operations as well.

Recognition of the need to provide stimuli external to the organization,

in order to produce changes in it, has generated a considerable body of

critical analyses of the principles and practices involved. "The innovative

task, therefore," says Drucker, "cannot be organized on the basis.of functional

organization. It is incompatible with it."7 From his research into the

subject, B. Lamar Johnson concluded that community colleges would be well-

advised to establish positions within the institution tole designated as

"vice president for hierarchy".8 Martorana and Kuhns drew upon the experi-

ence of a number oT community colleges, as well as that in a variety of

other types of postsecondary institutions, to ,uggest the use of change

agents and change managers in the implementation of their interactive
ti
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forces theory ofNchange and ,its utilization in academic pinhing and

decision making.
9

r.

.The analysis of use of external teams, for the'ev414ation.af,institutions

goes back to the early days of the accreditation movement in thiscountry.,
a, .

The landmark study by,Russell and Reeves, which moved the Narth Central

Accrediting Association toward a systematic process of utilization of

profegsionals and fixed criteria for assessing institiltionalpquality, was .

the forerunner of,a flood of,studies lasting to the present day. 1° No other

postsecondary education institution has moved as radly towards the adoption

of a management-by-objectives Operational style asquickly or as completely

as the community college: Most of the institutional experience on which

Lahti reached his conclusions about innovative college management: for

example, is drawn from the two-year colleges. While Lahti claims that "many

of ,the same approacheg and principles could beneficially be applied to all

educational institutions," he states forthrightly that his work "focuses

primarily on the two-year-ollege".11

From Theory to Practice

A number of organized actions aimed at translating the growing mass of

theoretical knowledge about organizational management and staffing patterns

and principles, in general, and the concept of team developmene,more spe-

cifically, into practical use in operating Ohanizations, can be reported.i

The American Management Association, for instance, found a fertile interes)t,,

in recent years, among community colleges in the professional staff develop-
,

ment institutes directed by the Association for leadership personnel.

The CommunitylCollege Institutes, which were sponsored by the Danforth

Foundation, are also worth noting. By design, these Institutes brought



'

t
together selected teams of person:lel, including trustees, presidents,

. , other administrators,faculty4 and students from selected community colleges,

to undergo special training for leadership as change agents to carry forward

specific innovative ventures at their home bases. These innovations covered

such varied topics as nonpunitive grading, special` admissions programs, the

establishing of new campuses, and formulation of developmental studies

..t,
programs.

A growing list of special institutes of other kinds also. contributes to

better understanding of management practices, including the use of teams in

community colleges. A pioneer venture of this type was-launched by the

Southeastern Community College Leadership Pros.am in 1972.12. Another land-
.

mark institute was run by the Community College'Administrative Leadership

Program of Teachers College, Columbia University, in 1973. A paper presented

at that conference advanced several concepts pertinent to the discussion here.

In the paper, William D. Guth, a noted analyst of business organization,

interwove a variety of illustrative case materials with an exposition of

three conceptual models of behavior in eOmplex organizations. In -light of the

four types of teams for management-of community colleges designated earlier,

the reader's attention is .called to the three models Guth presented and to

.11

his final conclusion concerning organizational practices in using them.

These .were designated and defined as follows: (1) Rational Strategy- -

describes the organization as a "single actor" entity operating as a logical,

unitary, decision mater with one set of goals, one set of perceived alterna-

tives, a single estimate of consequences of each alternative; (2) Organizational

Politics--views the organization as a series of players in jobs whve there

is a "game going on'in which there rare many interactions and interrelationships"
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and where "the real activity of an organization takes place at the lower

levels"; and, (3) Organizational Structure and Processes--describes the

_organization not as a single decision maker, but instead as a locus where

many actors play, each representing an organizational unit only loosely

coordinated with the others in the organization.

Guth's concTilsiOn applies to community colleges as well as other

organizations. In actuality, it is very difficult for complex and sizable

organizations to operate as "single actor" organizations; only thr

community or junior colleges with easily defined and homogeneous constituencies

in their service communities would be able to practice in this mode. Beyond

stressing the need for drawing upon a variety of organizational models in an

eclectic fashion, Guth's statements a.ko show that his recommended approach

, to management places an important priority on the use of teams. In discussing,

the third of his models, he says:

Factored problems and power bases, which are like
the ones in the p'.1itical model, are ilso'part of this
model; they stem' from the creation of specialized units
(underlining ours) that each focus attention An unly
part of the total organizational activities."

VALIDITY CF TEAM CONCERT FOR COMMUNITY CaLEGE MAN'GEMENT

Administrative leaders and managers pf.community colleges are dealing

with largOnd complex organizations, and they are fundamentally knowledge

organizations. These are the two most basic facts on which rest the advan-

tages to be found in having an understanding of and making an operating

decision to use the team concept in community college management. The third

largest unit of the.multi-campus State University of New York, for example,

is a campus of a two-year college, the State University of New York
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AgricultLral and Technical College at Farmingdale. The Chicago City

Colleges, as multi-campus system of community colleges, have some 60

administrators and over 600 faculty to provide for over 10,000 full-time,

and some 20,000 part time, students. Collectively, the 1200 two-year colleges

in the United States have professional staffs which include some 20,000

administrators and 150,000 full-time and part-time faculty to serve over

4 million full and part-time students.

In order to carry out their functions, community colleges, like other

organizations, utilize an internal structure which recognizes the several

areas of needed operations and allocates to different units of the structure

responsibility for accomplishment of the tasks related to each 'main area of

operations. A typical community college is organized to provide specific

attention to the following functional operations: academic affairs, student

personnel '5ervices, business affairs, andin some cases, institutional

development.

Sheer size and complexity are only two community college features

suggesting attention be given to the team concept in management. The idea

is supported by several other important features as well. Chief among these

is that community colleges are knowledge organizations and, therefore, have

special need for participatory governance and management. But, even more,

community colleges are knowledge organizations with a special educational

philosophy which typically guides their operations and close ties to local

community units in the general society; this characteristic guiding philosophy

distinguishes community colleges from other types of postsecondary educational

delivery systems.
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Stated succinctly, the guiding philosophy is one of commitment to

enhancing the individual student's fulfillment as a person, worker, and

member of the society. This community colleges are dedicated to do in all

respects, except for the preparation of students for careers requiring

upper -level collegiate, graduate, or professional education. To accomplish

the broad goals indicated, a companion goal exists--a commitment to accept

all students from a community who feel the need for such further fulfillment

of a personal, economic, or social nature, who are motivated and who can

profit from the opportunity provided.

These goals;- of course, represent an ambitious educational undertaking

for any organization; required to accomplish it are many different kinds of

resources--teachers, counselors, clerks, groundskeepers, and so on, as well

as nonpersonal material. The latter include libraries, learning resources

centers, instructional media, classrooms and laboratories, instructional

supplies, and the like. The personnel staffing requirements for suLh an

enterprise are obviously large and ceplicated.

The community college commitment to the local community served, further-

more, generates another type of complexity. This is a network of organiza-

4
tional devices needed to maintain the desired linkages in both the actual

operations of the several facets of the community college and the exchange

of information between the college and all of a wide array of constituencies

in the community it serves. The result is a variety of citizens advisory

committees working with administrators, facu.'y, and other professional

personnel; a complex of contractural or other forms of agreement for shared

resources with local hospitals, businesses and industries, professional and

governmental offices; and so on.
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To attempt to staff such an enterprise and to manage the personnel

involved in it without attention to the team concept is to invite disorder

and inefficiency, if not chaos and organizational breakdown. The team

concept is essential and, as a matter of fact, is honored in the well-run

community college; it happens either as a planned, recognized techhique of

management, or as a kind of intuitive, suidconscious mplishment-of able.

administrative leadership which pragmatically uses it concept without

giving it high visibility or recognizing it as an applied management technique.

ROLE DEFINITION OF TEAMS AND TEAM MEMBERS

Well-administered organizations, community colleges among them, recognize

the general validity of the proposition that the total complex of operations

'necessary to maintain in order to make the organization effective in achieving-

its end is best managed by an effective "division" of.'the labor. It is already

noted that both the theoretical analyses and critical observations of

practice support the wisdom of the team concept to accomplish organizational

work. The four teams designated here as top-management, innovation imple-

mentingkey work group member, and special evaluation are_actually means

of deploying the human energy available in community colleges to get, the

work of these institutions done.

Both theory and practice also support another common conclusion. It is

that teams serve the organization best when there is clear-cut consensus

within,the total organization about the presence of a team and of the team's

function within the organization. Such consensus is rooted,, in turn, in the

presence of a strong understanding about broad institutional goals and, more

particularly, basic objectives.
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Institutional goal definition, theh, is the first and essential step

,toward establishment and definition of community college management teams.

"Unless the captain knows 6 what port he is sailing, no wind is favorable,"

is an oft-quoted observat'on of a Roman sage. Goal definition involves

not merely a statement of the broad educational purposes envisioned for

the college, but it also involves the action required to assure that these

are understood and accepted widely throughout the institution and among the

constituencies it serves.

With such consensus and acceptance, a sound foundation is,set for

identifying teams needed to manage the enterprise and what the tasks of the

several teams are to be. Following that comes the assignment of particular

purpcises to be-served by each team in its efforts to accomplish the institu-

tional goal. These purposes operationally become objectives for each team

to achie".: policy objectives for top-management teams; change objectives

for innovative implementing teams; improved.operations for, key work group

member teams; and, objectives of improved institutional assessment for

special evaluation teams.

Team-Identification

Given these preliminary steps towards the use of the team concept asio

true design principle for organizirl and managing community colleges, further

attention should be focused on the teams themselves. Key among the essen-

tial forces typically found is general leadership and expert policy-level

administrative skills. In most community colleges this top-echelon, general-

administratiye leadership team exists and operates as a continuing or standing

unit and centers around the offices of the chief executive--president,
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chancellor, district superintendent, or other title of similar official

connotation. Beyond this key executive leadership team, institutional

practices are seen to vary greatly in the extent and manner that other teams

are utilized in managing the institution.

One pattern quite cowonly found recognizes the team designated as key

work group member. Community colleges following this pattern organize /

leadership teams in each of the traditional structural divisions of the,

institution--academic affairs, student personnel services, business aifairs,

and the like. The intent of the institution in developing a team/in each of

the functional areas of operation is to provide a leadership focus in these

important areas of institutional operations comparable to tha provided for

the entire institution by the,top-management team. .

/

A different pattern, much less commonly found, is the use of teams as a

means of carrying the burden of institutional operations viewed on an ad hoc

basis.- In such designs, effort is Made to identify problems and deploy

leadership groups within the institution to examine and recomend how these

problems can best be handled. These teams operate very much in the same

manner as innovation-implementing teams, with the former concentrating on

-problems confronting the institution and the latter focusing their attention

on new departures that the college ,is either considering or attempting to

get underway.

7%st-tom-drily, community colleges,use-both of-the le-approaehes-,-the-key

work group member team carries the burden of college operations at a high

level of excellence, and innovation-implementing teams ispark,plug"

undertakings. The community colleges vary more in terms of what approach is

most labelled and emphasized as a team concept than they do with respect to
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the use of some teams deliberately and fully, while excluding others from

consiieration in institutional design.

//
/ Jamestown Community College in New York State has attracted considerable

/otice fnr its use of "ad hocracy" in personnel organization to attend to

/// institutional development. On closer examination, Jamestown is actually

using both of the approactes described above but is identifying its special

problem-attacking teams more than most otner community colleges do.

Consensus on Roles cf Management Elements

Regardless of how many different types of management teams a community

college uses, a reasonable measure of consensus among the leadership of the

college and all component groups about the objectives that eacn team is

expected to accomplish is essential to the effectiveness of its operations.

Recognition of this essential fact is one of the reasons why authorities in

organizational behavior stress the importance of communication between and

among all points of an organization. Within the college, means must be

established and maintained to assure widespread understandinu of the way each

operating element, team, or work group relates to the broad general goals of

he institution and to the particular purposes to be served by each of its

subordinate components.

This is not to say that each and every operating unit of a community

college has to be afforded the opportunity of approving or vetoing the

mission developed and assigned to all of the others. It does mean to say,

however, that strong attention must be paid, first, to broad participation

of all interested elements in the college in formulating team or work group

missions and, second, to widespread and continuous communications throughout

the college concerning team missions, assignments advanced, and accomplish-

ments reported in relation to them.
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At this point, it may be helpful to note a difficulty which often

arises and confuses role definition for different management teams; the

problem of differentiation between broad institutional goals and particular

team mission assignments. Because'a:1 management teams are expected to

contribute to the broad goals of the institution, the possibility of overlap

in assignments and, therefore, confusion in work to be done, is always

present.

In order to avoid this, it is essential that the particular assignments

of teams be made distinct so that each one sees itself as contributing to

progress toward broad institutional goals in a different way from the others.

The problem of team or role confusion can be further avoided by the formula-

tion of clear-cut objectives within the special assignments given to each

team. All teams and all members working on teams should understand that,

while broad institutional goals in a real sense cannot be measured, progress

toward accomplishment of objectives which, when accomplished, contribute to
ti

the general success of the institution cian be measured. It is the responsi-

bility of the top-management team to make certain that the missions or

institutional assignments of all other teams are made clear and that the

objectives that will be used to measure the progress of teams towards

accomplishing their assignment are similarly stipulated in clear-cut fashion.

Development and Implementation of Job Design and Specification

Out of the general institutional understanding of team and work group

mission and assignment flows the capacity to make more specific deterMinations

of the best ways to define more detailed job descriptions of persons function-

ing as-team members. Each team, a key work group member team in the student
1
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services' area for example, is expected to support the total institution by

relating in a mutually and positively supportive way with all other)teams

and work groups existing in.the institution-academic affairs, business

affairs, and soon. Each working group or team needs to see its tasks,

modus afrandi, and membership composition in relation to the entire

institution and in relation to each of the other key operating ,

groups.

A variety cf procedural arrangements can be followed to develop this

inter-group understanding. These arrangements can be built around a

vertical hierarchical organizational structure (department, division, and

so on), a structure which recognizes the separate institutional functions

(academic affairs, student affairs, and fiscal affairs) but which cuts .

across all of them as found to be operating at a particular hierarchical

level, or one related to the entire college, disregarding or deemphasizing

the notion of either vertical, hierarchical operating levels and particular

functional areas of institutional operations. The point is the intent ,

to force better communications and 'action across the usual units of

institutional operations.

Since within every complex. organization, particularly one that is

knowledge-based, there is need for participatory governance, all community

colleges operate somewhat within the political organizational model. Within

such a model there is particular need to develop a general consensus about

the relationship of particular teams and work groups to the general institu-

tionarpurpose. The political interaction between and among the several

teams and work groups of the college, then, is provided a focus. Without

such a focus, intra-institutional differences can emerge and grow to levels
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Which are counterproductive to the college's strength and operating effective-

ness. Regardless of what procedure is used, the end product sought is a

definitive statment of why the team or work group exists within the institu-

tion and what it is expected to do.

Implicit in this step in team development is a need to have assignments

rooted in institutional goals; a work group with a mission detached or

unrelated to the basic goals of the institution it serves is irrelevant and

dangerous. Given this kind Of guidance, responsible persons in the institution

can then turn to the question of team composition and specification of jobs

to be done_ by its members. This is true for all kinds of teams but, as will

be pointed out later, the degree of specificity in the job descriptions for

team members will vary according to the type of team in which

found working.

member is

In typical community college practice, job design and job specifications

differ considerably when the functional work group is the consideration as

compared to a top-management team. When staffing a key work group member

team, the functional area will include a larger work group representing

the complex of workerg (all or most of them professionals) brought together

by the college to sustain the work in that particular functional area. The

job design of the key work group member team, therefore, is essentially a

restatemert of the objectives set for the broader function to support the

total institution's goals. Thus, for example, the job des. and the job,

descriptions for the key work group member team in the student personnel

services area might well call for members with particular.expertise in

counseling (providing assistance to students to examine their ability,

motivation, and background against career and personal aspirations), testing



(providing assistance to students to assess interests and prior educational

achievement), student financial aid (providing assistance to students to

acquire financial help if needed), and so on. The design for the key work

group team member in business affairs calls for membership concerned with

effective projection of the need for and use, f fiscal, material, and personal

resources, responsible accounting of these resources, and the like. In

academic attain., on the other hand, the job designed for the team indicates

expectations of effective teaching, curriculum development, student

evaThltion, and so on.

Job descriptions, then, are developed for each class of specialized

work needed to support the team's assignment or mission which, in turn,

supports the institution's broad goals. Professional personnel serving a

particular role un a given team are guided by the details set forth in the

job description.

"Job descriptions," says Lahti, "provide the basis for establishing

regular objectives, authority, and accountability relationships.H14 Indeed,

the procedure of requiring 'specific job descriptions is carried to all aspects

of the organization; Lahti describes in detail, for example, a, job description

for the chairman of the board of trustees, a key functionary in the general

administration function,as well as descriptions. of jobs held by professional

employees on the college staff.15

These queries into the staffing processes of community colleges, however,

represent only a start toward analytical research on the subject. Much of

the published writings of community college administration and management

describes prevalent staffing patterns and their relationships to institutional

goals and objectives. Virtually nune is to be found, in contrast, which
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examines analytically the way the aggregate of professionals in the different

functional areas of institutional-operatioris interrelate as teams'or work

groups. This is true even though evidence exists that community college

presidents and other top-echelon administrators differ in administrative

leadership style.16

Neither are there available systematic examinations of community

.colleges with respect to the use of the team concept as a deliberate design

.principle of institutional organization. Insights into this use come mainly

. from personal professional observations and from reports of particular

institutional developments focusing on the development itself (the establish-
.

ment by Orange Coast College is an example of a widespread "open learning"

system), but reflecting presence of a team and the team concept in its

implementation. Examples of this are seen in several of the institutional

innovations reported by Martorana and Kuhns in 1975 and in recent reports of

innovative ventures advanced by community colleges having membership in the

League for Innovation.17

When used to enhance top-echelon administrative leadership and manage-

ment, or to implement an innovation, job design and job descriptions are

more broadly conceived; often only the general mission of the group is stated'

formally within the organization. Thus, the top=management team may be

described as the president's cabinet or executive administrative council.

A team organized to,spearhead an innovation may simply be described in that

fashion, for instance, "open learning task force", "computer assisted

instruction commission', "cluster college committee", and so on. Consistent

with Drucker's observation, the team members' function as a group; specific

job descriptions are not advanced. Drucker's description applies, "there is
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usually a team leader or team captain...but leadership at any one time

places-itself according to the logic of the work and the specific stage of

its progress. There are no superiors and subordinates;.,there are only

seniors and juniors. 1118 In the case of the innovation implementing team,
.^'

therefore, job descriptions for members beyond the team leader are invalid
, 1

the only valid requirement is that the team member's profess:nal background

and training be applied to the purposes of the team.

TASK OF ROLE COORDINATION

How, then,, are teams and functional work groups coordinated so that the

work they do is collectively supportive of the organization and not working

at cross purposes within it? Coordination of effortharently implied the
0'.

enhancement of the different capacities of organizatiohal components and of

\
individuals working in the organization in ways that caute_their collective

\ .

efforts to generate a greater organizational effectiveness
\
than would other-

.

wise be developed. Coordination of roles is not an end in itself; it is a

means to a better functioning, more productive organization. \

Organizational theorists and analysts of oraxtical ,organiational

operations agree that coordination which stems from understanding of roles

is.better than that w ch is attempted b,9 authoritative. de bureaucratic

structure. While a re and complete separation of. these two approaches is

not usually the pr Ctical case, the principle suggested should be honored.

-To have effective role understadding, personnel need to know the goals of

the total organization and the part that the irdividual's "home unit" (work

group or team) plays in helping the larger organization succeed. In order

for this to happen, positive steps need to be taken to develop group consensus
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throughout the organization. These steps, in turn, require meaningful

involvement of individuals in work gr)up and team decisions. What is to be

accomplished (that is, the expectations from the team's effort held by the

larger organization), may be largely determine by fortc5 and decisions

made outside the team membership; how the team is to get its assigned

mission done, however, is essentially for its.21embers to determine. In

short, clear delineation of the areas in whith a team has organizational

decision making responsibility, as opposed to a recommending role only, is

very impOrtant. Pretence of such delineation, along with clear-cut and

accepted role understanding, assures facile and smooth coordination of the

efforts of all component units and contributing individuals.

Relating Authority and Responsibility

A top-management community College executive leadership team carries an

obviously different authority relationship than a team organized, in the coliege

to effect a particular task or innovation. Each makes a legitimate contri-

bution to the college's success, and the institution functions best when

thes'e legitimate orgallizationh services area recognized. .A chancellor, key

staff members in his office, and, the executive directors of the individual

campuses of a multi-unit community college district can bi,designed and

designated as the top-management team of the district. Its authority as a

leadership focus for the entire college, district-wide, however, is a

different kind from the structural, executive function the individual team

members may hold as line administrators heading up particular, campuses or

staff functions in the total organization. The team authority d4rives from

an expectation of,leadership action involving the total organization and
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demands, in turn, a responsibility for all action by, the team to be always

in'line with this 'global- perspective of the total organization.

As indicated earlier, however, the authority and responsibility of a

team deignated to deal with a specific task (the design of a new program

or an'extended 'campus).or innovation (adoption of a modular calendar, non-

punitive ,§rading system, and so on) or special evaluation (program audit or.
development of an institutional self-study oreparato-y to institutional

accreditatiOn) uerives Its authority front the facitelltratit has been so desig-

nated. Within the team's mission, therefore, it/has both authority and

respensibility to act. It should be free to deCide the means best used to

accomplish its assignment. It should also be free to deploy the.individual'

capacities of its embers to .get the needed work done. The deployment of
,

duties or within-team respon ibilities should be supported by the full

weight the team's group author' in its mission area.

In this connection, it is i ortant to note an aspect of team authority

and responsibility often overlooke or deemphasized in community college

management.' It is that the team should have a,voice in the budget develop-

-

ment process of the institution. There should be ample opportunity brovided
*

to make sure the team's need for financial support is considered in(a

balanced fashion along with other budgetary requests advanced in the institu-

tion. SimIlAly, teams, to be fully effective, need to have a clear under-

standing of the fiscal resources provided to'support their work and

furtheinore, must have the authority to administer the resources provided.

Within the team, highest responsibilityfor these budgetary functions should

rest with the team izader.



Conflict Resolution and Decision-Making

Despite all efforts toward consensus between and among component groups

and working professionals, organizational conflicts within the community,4,

colleges arise as is the case in all complex social structures. How they

are resolved relates to the type of organizational structure used and the

management style followed by the college's administrators. For these reasons,

conflict resolution and decision making need to be considered jointly.

Institutions characterized by bureaucratic structures and modes of decision

making reflect greater use of administrative channels of authority; hierarchical

reviews, and ultimate higher echelon decisions on appeals of those holding

different views on particular issues. Community colleges managed through

consulTative participatory, group involvement structures and procedures

show mere intense and longer consideration of issues at lower levels of

institutional operations but also a stronger likelihood of the difference in

view being resolved at those levels.

The likelihood is strong that an expanded use of the management team 4

concept as a design principle for community colleges will generate some new

tensions within theorganizatioo. becaike the concept in most cases

is adopted with relatively little effort to communicate its validity and

usefulness. Bender and Richardson found that while presidents of

public conmonity colleges differed in terms of their individual verbal

descripflions'of their management style, their responses an a formal testing
\

instrument sh2.,ed- more similarity than differences in thei\l" actual adminis-'

trative practices. As a group, they did vary significant) , however', from

the private junior college group in their views on managemen \t style,19 showing

a stronger leaning to participatory concepts and procedures. Earlier, Upton
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emphasized the need for community college administrators to pursue leadership

training as a means'of.reducing role conflict in these institutioris.2°

Until the team concept, as a design principle for community colleges, is

studied more and communicated better among community college administrators,

Upton's admonition will continue to be appropriate.

Regardless of the management style and mode of decision making used now,

most community colleges will see adaptations generated by the spread of

fadulty collective bargaining as 'mans of internal conflict resolution.

Only limited research exists now on the ways that faculty collective bargain-

ing tend to affect management styles and decision making arrangements. The

conclusion suggested by the studies thus far reported, however, that faculty

voice in institutional governance will increase and be expressed through

the representative agency established for collective bargaining.21 The

quest:on such a conclusion poses in the context of this paper is: How will

this affect the USE of teams in community college management? The future

may see both faculty membership and the role to be played on teams for manage-

ment purposes controlled by provisions of faculty collective bargaining,

co:Aracts.

TEAM MEMBER IDENTIFICATION, RECRUITMENT, SELECTION

Membership on teams is determined differently for different types of

teams. The extent to which this is a studied practice or an operating con-
,

sequence cannot be determined from empirical reports of community college

management practices. Membership on teams for top-management of community
to

colleges domes by virtue of the individuals' holding of key, high-tevel

executive positions in the institution. Members of groups considered as the
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key work group team members needed to lead the total work group in a functional

area of community college operations similarly come to the team by virtue of

the positiont held on the staff of the functional area. Although generally

,true, this last observation, however, may not always be true. On some

occasions, a functional area leadership team may quite deliberately see fit

individuals who have special capabilities needed by the team but

_
who dp not have an official status in the structure for administering the

, .

.., -(-.',-T

-functiral area. Team members who servie,op special evaluations or on special
. ..- \il

probleM=solving.-astignmerAs,,,in contqst; rely very heavily on the choice of
JA; i -.-.-

,
,-,, e .:.,

Ipersoiiiefarthe capabi)ltjAhey,bring.tii, the task of the team; in such

cases little or no reliance-is put on Official positions held and, as

%
)

Drucker says,' the teamLit,not, structure0,hierarchically; "there are only
.

seniors and juhiors".

Because the individual team member's special capabilities are the chief

determining factors for his being on the team, identification, recruitment,

and selectioh of Members focuset on personal attributes. The theoretical

proposition in the process .is to bring to the team only those persons whose

individual mottvailonsi. aspirations, and needs make a "best fit" with the
,

career opportunities,,skill, and\conceptual applications called for, and
x,

chances for personal fulfiliMent,provided by the individual's working on the

team. To establish the necessary conditions by which the fit will be judged,

two types of clarifying statemeh,s are usually developed. Job descriptions

specify the duties and functions expected of the team member by the organi-

zation and the team itself; job qualifications specify education and training,

experience, and related personal attributes believed to be prerequisites to

successful team member performance--again as seen by the organization and

the team.
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Against these statements of expectations, officials creating a team

judge, the individuals who may be invited or seek to be on it: Generally

speaking, practice in community college personnel recruitment leaves the

task of describing the other side of the expected fit (that is, the charac-

teristics and qualifications of the potential-team member) up to the indi-

vidual team member applicants themselves. They do so by bringing forward

professional vitae, letters of application, queries and statements on their

be-half by colleagues, and so on. This over-development oF one side of possible team

member characteristics and qualifications, however, is often off-set by less

obvious inquiries made usually by persons in the larger organization, as

well as the team leader and his close associates. The process involves

phone calls, subjective assessment of the potential team members' prior work,

personal work styles, and so on. The team selects members who are believed

to bring it the greatest strength--all things considered.

Several outcomes are hoped for by this process. The all-encompassing

one, of course, is to build the strongest, most able, most creative, mast

productive team possible and, thereby, provide the best assurance that the,

team will serve the larger organization well. Within this enveloping intent,

another outcome sought is a maximum level of pr6fessional and personal

.

cFpatibi ility among the.teaM members; nter-personal frictions- and professional

rival sies are counter to team effectiveness.

A third intent is related to the second but works in a different way;

it is a maximum level of congruence in the personal aspiration that each team

member holds for himself and the opportunities to fulfill these aspirations

afforded by his participation on the team. Authorities in the field of

personal motivation and organizational effectiveness are in general agreement



that, when all three of the outcomes to team building Jst described are

found and achieved with balance between them, as well as with completeness

in each one, a smoothly functioning and productive team is the result.

Team member retention depends on several things. One essential is the

extent to which the member helps sustain a sharp focus on team effort and

organizational reasons for having the team.' He must demonstrate steady

support of team work by his own specialized' abilities. He needs tio contribute

positively to a condition of inter - member compatibility. Failure to provide

strength to the team in these important respects attracts Criticism, labels

one as an ineffective team member, and invites, ultimately, removal frbm it.

. TEAM STAFF DEVELOPMENT.

Increasingly, community college leaders are noting the need to prepare

staff members to work effectively as members of management teams. Evidence

of this rising awareness is seen on several fronts. There is, for example,

the spate of leadership training programs supported by community colleges

taking place on their campuses. These programs include the institutes run

by the American Management Association mentioned earlier in this chapter and

a wide variety of others directed by individuals or small groups of special-

ists in intrainstitutional management. Another indication is the substantial

institutional support provided community college management teams to enable

their attendance and participation in training programs conducted away from

the home institution. Still another is the attention to improved management

practices coming from new thrusts among community colleges. Examples of this

are the League for Innoviltion and the Presidents Academy of the American

Association of Community andkJunior Colleges.
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Whatever the vehicle for accomplishing team development, the content

which the program must cover entails four essential components: (1) intro-

duction to team participation; (2) enhancement of team member effectiveness

in participation; (3) appreciation of demands and rewards from team member-

ship; and, (4) evaluation of team productivity.

The key to the successful introduction of members into team participation

is their individual acceptance that the role is to serve the team and, through

it, the larger organization. Team play signifies putting team purposes ahead

of individual ends or, more positively, in the light of research and personnel

motivation, team play is strongest when the individual sees his own fulfill-

ment emerging from the team's ability to succeed. Sound induction processes,

therefore, dwell on the mutual dependence of the team on members and members

on the team.

Enhancement of team member effectiveness in serving the team is promoted

in two ways. One is to communicate clearly to all members the importance of

the particular role played by each member's specialty, thuS building appreci-

ation for inter-member dependence. Another is to provide organizational team

support (material as well as psychological) to improving the member's specialty

itself, particularly as the specialty can apply to team purposes. Recognition

of this need by a growing number of community colleges may well explain the

sizable enrollment of community college personnel in management institutes

on'' and off their campuses.

Team membership carries always both positive and negative aspects which

every member should understand. On the positive side are such things as a

heightened recognition in the organization, the chance to concentrate on a

specific organizational function, or new development, and the opportunity to
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work with a small group of colleagues. On the negative side is a loss of

,individual identity with organizational results (anonymity) and intense

demands on time and energy.

Evaluation of team effectiveness happens both within and outside of the

team itself. Assessment of results characteristically requires an examina-

,tion of the achievements of the team against the broad institutional goals

and the assignment, pertinent to these goals, given to the team. Put, in

recent years, more than a gross check of this relationship is being required.

Evaluation is centering on cost-benefits and cost-effectiveness. Team staff

development, therefore, needs to be directed toward an understanding of

these more refined evaluative techniques and why they are likely to be used

in judging team perfor'mances.

EVALUATION OF TEAM PRODUCTIVITY

All teams used in organizations where the team concept is an organizing

principle cannot be evaluated alike. A top leadership team has to be appraised

in a manner different frOM that used to judge a team established to formulate

and implement an innovation or to evaluate a program element or the institu-

tion at large. True, each type of team must be evaluated against the thins

it is supposed to do for the organization, bilt the way these purposes are

defined and their amenability to definition as criteria for team assessment

force different evaluative approaches in each case. A top-management team

will be judged by the nature of the,total organization that their leadership

creates and by the effectiveness of that total organization pi moving towards

its goals. A team, to direct an innovation or evaluate a college or a

program element within the college, will 'be judged by the end-result of
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adoption.or-rejection of the innovation or by the impact that the reParted

evaluation of the collegeor program element has.

Two_ ingredients for a complete and effective evaluation process are

essential. The first is an objectively, thoroughly developed procedure for

review of team productivity, and a second is the development of a set of

agreed-upon normative standards to be applied during the review process. In

considering the development of normative standards, two alternative approaches

are useful and will be developed in the discussion that follows.

Systematic Review Procedures

Evaluation is best achieved when the basis on which .the teams are to be

evaluated are known in adyance of the team formulation and assignment.

Awareness of what is expected of the team is helpful to the total organization

to be served by it, to the team as a group, and to individual members. Both

team member recruitment and selection are facilitated, and group morale is

enhanced as well. Accordingly, the expectations sought from the team's work

are best stated clearly and early and made known throughout the organization.

This applies tb:all'kinds of the teams mentioned in this chapter.

The ''focal point for determining expectations of team performance is, of

course, the goal of the institution and the part to be played by the team

specifically to move.the organization toward its goals._ Again, the team is

a totality, and each individual member must se clearly the intended

accountability measures that will be imposed within the institution..

Concentration of-team purpose within the total organization places the

evaluative emphasis where it belongs--on'the team itself--with the further,

positive effect of minimizing the sense of threat to individual team,members
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which otherwise may be developed if a more atomistic evaluation were to be

employed. This is not to say that individual member role performance is not

to` be evaluated; it is. But the first point to be established is the

effectiveness of the team as a group; determination of weak and strong

players within the context of the overall team strength then acquires more

meaning. There is little sense in acquiring a new member of the top-manage-

ment team responsible for a community college's public interpretation when

the institution's top-management team is ineffective in developing faculty

morale; to do so would be like acquiring an excellent-hitting second baseman

when a baseball team has an overall fielding average of .800 and six errors

a, game.

Systematic review procedures imply not only clear understgnding of the

timing of evaluative measures (monthly, quarterly, annually)* but also

coverage of all aspects of team operations. Thus, the evaluation will include

periodic review of job descriptions (from team leaders throughout the member-

ship), decision making and tx!am operations, discharge of member authority

and responsibility, and techniques necessary to ascertain cost-benefit .and

cost-effectiveness of team productivity.

Development of Normative Standards

Normative standards against which teams are evaluated in community

colleges, as in all organizations:svary for different types of teams. 'For

top-managemnt, innovation implementing, and special evaluation teams, the

normative standards for team members are actually breakdowns in detail from

the general view of a team as a group of individuals with a "bundle of roles".

Each of such teams is expected to perform well, with well-being defined as
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better, or at least as good as, similar teams in other community colleges ,

of like type.

A
A key work group member team, however, and its members, can be evaluated

quite effectively within a particur community college itself. Thus, the

student personnel services team can be judged by the standai:ds of performance

set by the top-management team by designating objectives agreed to-wthin

the community college itself. Indeect, management by Object ves (MBb) tech -

niques for-internal processing of performance standards are quite appropriate

for developing this kind of team eval4ation. Lahti describes well the

considerations essential in thisprocess ana their application to job descrip-

tions, authority and responsibility relationships, and professional staff .

development.22

Another approach to development of normative standards for teams and

team member eveuations would place mare emphasis on the importance of some

newer concepts of productivity, particularly of organizations involved in

social services as opposed to production, like education as opposed to an

industry. These newer concepts argue that personal development of partici-

pants in the enterprise merit consideration as outcome, along with the level,

of effectiveness of the services provided the society outside of the enter-

prise. In such a-view, the enhancement of -a professional skill and under-

standing possessed by each member of a community college management team is

an outcome along wit!. the services provided by the team to the colleges and

through it to the larger society.

The authors see this proposition really as a further extension of the

satisfaction/deprivation theory of human motivation alluded to in several

places earlier in the chapter. The problem confronted, when an attempt is
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made to translate the proposition to practice, is that of finding valid
sJ

comparative data On which'to judge the experiencevand professional growth of

individuals performing as members of different types of community college

management teams. Until more systematic and penetrating studies using

management, science are made of community colleges, it appears that only

scattered and institutionally idiosyncratic solutions to the problem will be

made.

CONCLUSION: NEEDED ADDITIONAL INQUIRY AND EVALUATION

The authors identified, in this chapter, four types .of'teams believed\to

be used constructively for community college management: (1) top-management;

,(2) innovation implementing;-(3) key work group member; and, (4) special

evaluation. Their development and use in community colleges is quite clearly

rooted in the expcztations of the colleges where it can be observed that the

institution.is more effective as a result. As organizations, the colleges

that use management teams are more aware of their institutional goals and

purposes; they are more unified and coherent in carrying on necessary operating

functions; they are flexible and experimental in accommodating new conditions;

and they have a stronger confidence from knowing how well they are doing. The

organizational dynamics within them, thcefol.., which create operating tension

may be described as healthy, "creative tension" rather than unhealthy internal

confl ict.

But the authors sense also several inadequacies in the state of the art

of community college management with respect to the team development concept..

One is the limited identification given to the concept in the literature,

particularly that stemming from analytical applications of study techniques
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used in management science. Another related sense of shortcolling is the

equally limited,study of community colleges as social organizations with

special attention to their internal structure and the drive of personnel and

sub-units within them, as welT as Of those involved in external relations.'

This chapter and this monograph close, therefore, Oca.call for more

extensive reporting of the use of the team principle in the design for-

management of community colleges and for more critical analysis of the way,

it is used and an evaluation of its worth to the colleges involved. Such

research should conAider all possible questions: impact on morale of

personnel; task-effectiveness in reaching colege objectives; uniqueness of

the'teams to community ylleges_and their special educational philosophy;

and so on. To be fully effective, community college management teams n'd

to move from action based on ad hoc wisdom and leadership intuition,to action

based on a foundation of research and hard evaluation. The question is not

whether Community colleges will continue to use the team development concept

in their management, but rather it is how rapidly improved understanding of

the nature arid use of,these teams'to advance.tne effectiveness of community\

colleges can. be brought 'out.
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ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER

This paper examines the general characteri6tics of interpersonal conflict h...avior and
the consequences of various conflict strategies, drawing upon examples from thy! academic
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Two types of conflict, competitive and disruptive, are identified and are briefly dis-
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the conflict process are identified: *conditions to conflict; definition of the conflict
situation; the conflict b.' wior; the resolution of the conflict; and, the consequences of
conflict. There are a variety of styles of behavior a person might adopt in a conflict situation.
Three passive styles of "lose-leav'er", "incifferent- vacillator ", and "friendly helper", tend
to end up as the losers in conflict, i.e., not accomplishing their personal goals. The
"compromiser." has moderate success, but tends to sacrifice some personal goals to achieve
others. There are two aggressive styles, "tough battler" and benevolent battler", who win
at the expense of the other party's personal goals: The final style is the "problem solver"
who desires that both parties in conflict achieve their personal goals. This behavior style
desires mutual goal attainment and also maintenance of the interpersonal relationship.

The patterns of conflict resolution are "lose-lose", where both combatants fall short,
of achieving,their personal goals; "win-lose", where one individual achieves his personal
goals but blocks the other person's goal achievement; and "win-win", where both persons
achieve personal goals and also maintain an effective personal and/or working relations;lip.
This paper argues for adopting a -Clem -solver's" style and ..riving for "win-win"
r olutions.
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Chapter VI

MANAGING INTERPERSONAL CONFLICTS

IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

by

Kichiro K. Iwamoto

This chapter will first examine the general characteristics of

interpersonal conflict behavior that may occur ia a community college and

th analyze the consequences of particular conflict-control strategies

frequently used in academic situations. Often, administrators only focus

on, or are concerned with, the immediate consequences or results of

conflicts with colleagues or students. Consequently, they tend to adopt

strategies, which may produce immediate favorable or desirable results.

However, in looking for such quick solutions to present crises, they may

create even greater conflict problem! in the future. Therefore, before

an administrator selects an appropriate strategy to handle a conflict situ-
,

ation involving another colleague, he or she should consider whether or not

it is necessary to work with the other person in the future. This distinc-

tion applies when dealing with graduating students and with tenured faculty

members.

Although community college administrators must consider a number of

factors in academic deciSion making, such as the potential policy-making

implications of the results of i conflict situation, this chapter will focus

upon the general behavioral patterns and strategies of interpersonal conflict

situations basic to all human interaction.
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TYPES OF CONFLICTS

Conflicts have been identified as either competitive or disruptive

(Filley, 1975). In a competitive conflict, only..one of the competitors can

succeed or win: both try to achieve a mutually incompatible or exclusive

goal. For example, two faculty members may vie for the position -of depart-

ment head, or an administrator may try to maintain a department budget while

the chairperson argues for an additional faculty position. Thecgoal of each,

in this type of conflict situation, is to "win" at the expense or loss of

the other. Therefore, the behavior of each ; intended to be rationally

oriented Aoward personal successful results. Thesc types of conflicts are

resolved only when the result or outcome becomes obvious to both sides.

For example, in athletic competition, when a coach or manager repog-

, .-

nizescan insurmountable lead by one of the opponents, he or she will often

abandon the "win.' gpal and adopt one of providing experience for younger

or more inexperienced players. Thus, the coach will take out the better

..players to allow the less talented or inexperienced to participate. It then

becomes a ritual to wait for the formal end of the contest. AL times, it can

even be observed that those officiating will overlook minor infractio,s to

speed the completion of the game because they, too, consider the winner of

the competition to already have bee'n decided.

A disruptive conflict, on the other hand, occurs when one party is

primarily concerned with inflicting loss.., defeat, or harm on the other. In

this extreme case, there is no concern about personal goals of success or

winning; all energies are intphJed to maximize the other party's losses.

Therefore, behavior tends to be nonrational, with a point of view which
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constantly appears to change so as to sustain the conflict. An example of

a disruptive conflict can be seen in the brutal relationship between Martha

and George in Albee's play, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf. Martha goes to

great lengths to continually point out George's failures and lack of'ambi-

tion by indicating how long he has been an associate professor and how

difficult it is to live on his salary. IHe, in turn, fights back and hurts

her by referring to a.son they might have Had.

e;)

FilleyA-3, 1973) suggests_that-most conflicts are distributed ,Iong a

continuum somewhere between the two extremes of competition and disruption.

One may not only desire to win or succeed as a primary objective in a con-

flict situation but may also wish to increase the cost or loss of the other

party as.a secondary objective.

There are also multi -goal competitive conflict situations whereby one

wants to win as well as reduce or minimize the cost or loss of the other

party. An example of this occurs When one wants to obtain an administrative

position and also hopes to establish a good working relationship with the

other leading candidate for the desired position.

Moore (128;1962) suggests that an "opportunity for conflict" occurs

in organizations when there is uncertainty over objectives, procedures", and/

or responsibilities. This situation can be prevalent \In the academic

setting because the professional dimensions of academic'autonomy, with its

implications of academic freedom, can contribute to a lack-of communication

and coordination within the community college. There tend to be three basic'

organizational levels within the community college: faculty, division

chairmen/directors, and upper level administrators, such as the president

and vice - presiders ). Although a statement of purpose or goals can be found
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in most college catalogues, it is unusual to find such statements carefully

and systematically defined down through,the organization. In practice,

these statements are usually expressed throughout the organization in very

generalterms, i.e., "offering a high-quality educational experience for the

student." It is understandable, then, that evaluative criteria such as

"publish or perish" may be established at some universities or colleges

without considering how they directly affect the quality of education and

other formally stated goals.

Since competitive conflict could be a tension-releasing mechanism that

might prevent a more serious disruptive conflict from developing, it may

benefit a group or department. rrthermore, if administrators try to smooth

over all forms of tension or conflict between individuals or groups, they

may stifle healthy forms of questioning or challenging. In short, if faculty

are not allowed to express disagreement towards' proposed ideas, solutions,

or programs, an important source of creativity and new ideas or solutions

will be supOrdssed. Thus, a benefit from conflict is the development of new

ideasa benefit which is more likely in a modified competitive conflict.

Modification takes place when both competitors view the group's goal of

finding the best solution to be more important tha9 their personal goal of

having their own suggestion adopted. Each is willing to withdraw his or her

proposal if convinced of the superiority of the other's proposal. Such

withdrawal from competitive conflict is simply due to a recognition that an

opponent's proposal is for the common good and not solely due to a belief

that' his personal.ideas will be rejected by the group. This type of competi-

tion should actually be encouraged within aepartments or committees in any

school, since people are working together rather than against each other

toward the solution of a shared objective.
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If several groups are in competitive conflict, a possible benefit might

be the increase of cohesion and performance within each group during the ,

conflict (Sherif, 1956). On the other hand, the relationship and feeling

between the groups may, at the same time, become hostile and even lead to

disruptive conflict. In this situation, Sherif (1956) found that conflicting

groups will often begin to work together again to develop a harmonious

relationship when all groups recognize they cannot solve a commtr, important

problem without the help, support, and cooperation of the other groups.

Thus, without a mutually accepted objective, competitive conflicts can

develop negative friction.within a department or committee and can lead to

disruptive conflict. Disruptive conflict has no useful denefit for an

individual or a group because, in such conflict, instead of contributing to

the college goals, one is intent on hurting or hindering another colleague

or co-worker. In return, the recipient of this aggression may develop

resentment and even desire appropriate revenge. In short, disruptive con-

flict can only waste human energies and resources, as well as build barriers

and obstacles for future working relationships.

THE PROCESS OF CONFLICT

Let us examint the fundamentals of the (-inflict process which are

important if we are to understand how conflicts may be prevented or effectively

. dealt with once they begin. Since several social scientists (Pondy, 1967;

Filley, 1975) have developed a multi step model to explain this process, we

shall draw upon this research. The process has been described in five steps:

preconditions to conflict;-definition of the conflict sitAation; the conflict

behavior; the resolution of the conflict; and the consequences of the conflict

(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1

MODEL OF STAGES & CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFLICT---;,-

Preconditions
to Conflict

I

Definition of
the Conflict

1

Conflict
Behavior

Resolution of
the Conflict

Consequences of
the Conflict.

Ambiguous Roles, Conflict of
Interest, Communication Bar-
riers, Previous Unresolyed,
Conflicts, etc.

s

Identify & Define Relation-
ship as Cohflictful, Feelings
of Fear, Threat, Hostility,
Disappotatment, etc.

Lose-Leaveer, Indifferent
Vacillator, Friendly Helper,
Compromiser, Tough Battler,
Benevolent Battler, Problem
Solver

Lose -Lose

Win-Lose
Win-Win

Precondition for Future
Conflict, Precondition for

'Solving,
Cooperation & Problem

Solving, No Effect Upon Future
Relationships

Stages of Conflict Characteristics of Conflict Stages
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1. Preconditions to Conflict. The first stage of conflict is

a set of. preconditions which is often the prerequjsIte for
;,

conflict. For example, Filley (1975) points out that ambiguous

roles or rules, conflict of interest, communication barriers,

size and complexity of the organization, and unresolved

prior conflicts can cause conflict. If the boundary lines

between responsibilities, authority, obligations, or rewards

are not clearly defined or understood by all parties, then- an

ambiguous role or role-relationship exists, and conflict
0--

behavior can develop over these-ambiguities'. The reation

Of a new administratiye position or committee often qo s

,

through this amorphous stage. ,Recently, .,:s% college,

the title "Assistant to the-President" was introduced with

only a vague statement of required duties. When this

"Assistant to the President" terminated a popular adminis-

trator, a certain amount of resentment developed among the

staff and faculty partially because it was not known by

many that, in actuality, the terminated15dministrator's

offtge was part of the "Assistant's" personnel

responsibilities.

Conflict of interest is present when persons seek

mutually exclusive or competing icials. Any parent

understands this concept when listening to two children

argue over which television-program to watch. Chairmen

of different divisions within the college often find

themselves iri this situation when budget requests are
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presented; each argues for a certain proportion of a fixed,

limited commodity.

The potential for conflict becomes greater when there arE

communication barriers. The lack of two-way communication

often'results in Misinformation or misunderstanding, as

well as greatly reducing the opportunity to confirm the

accuracy of information. In_larger colleges, the 9,a-nce

for preconditions for conflict to develop are simplygreate.r.

For example, schools with a large number. of departments

or divisions may have communication problems, conflicts of

interest between departments, or poor working relations due

to prior conflict experiences. Furthermore, when there have

been unresolved prior conflicts, one tends to enter future

relationships with hesitation and distrust which can influence

a person to perceive the new relationship within a conflict

framework.

The above-mentioned factors are some of the common

preconditions to conflict. Consequently, it is important

'for us to recognize them when they are present in our

professional communities and to be conscious of their potential

consequences.

2. Definition of Conflict Situation. It is quite possible that

conflicting persons might not be aware of these preconditions

(Pondy, 1967); but the presence of these, or of other similar

:ondicions, can influence a person to perceive and define a

relationship or interaction as one of conflict. Furthermore,
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it is not absolutely essential thatny of thaseeonditions

be present for people to anticipate an ensuing conflict. It is

the psychological processes of percetving and defining a social

situation that initiate a con rict situation. If one does

not believe a comment to/be insulting, or unjust, there will

be no conflict, un ss one is informed of the nature of the

comment at a later date. If one is not interested in, or

greatly bothered by,a campus newspaper editorial, then it is

also unlikely that it will be perceived as a threat or serious

attack, and one will not engage in some form of conflict

reaction. A simple method to avoid conflict is to devalue,

discredit, ignore, or,overlook a comment by a 'potentially

conflicting party.

It is the interaction between the feelings and the per-

ception of a,situation that causes it to be a conflict. What

is seen and heard-shapes emotional responses toward a situation,

and feelings shape perception. For example, an administrator

'is approached by a faculty member with a proposal which

requires additional budget considerations, but as the

professor explains the proposal, he erroneously draws from

the facial expressions and other non-verbal gestures of the

administrator that he is not supportiveiof the plan. However,

the administrltor has, in fact, not made up,his mind yet,

and probably might not even fully understand the request.

While the faculty member is talking, he is also feeling the

emotions of disappointment and mild anger as a result of his
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.perception. To clarify some points, the administrator may ask ,

one or two questions, but the faculty member, based upon his

negative feelings, perceives his questions as attempts to

discredit his-proposal. The professor then, to the

bewilderm6nt of the administrator, responds with sarcastic or

defensive responses to these information-Seeking questions.

If the administrator perceives the remarks as attacking

or insulting, conflict behavion will then begin.

3. ..Conflict Behavior.' Conflict behavior ha's'been defined as

consciously; but not'necGssarily deliberately, .frustrating

a person's pursuit of a goal (Pondy, 1967; Filley, 1975).' It

must'be intentional, not chance or Occidental. It may not

be delibei-atk though, for in the pursuit to achieve an objective,

it may be an unavoidable consequence to-block or to frustrate

another's goal attainment. Pondy (1967: 304) nice explains

this cha,acteritic of behavioral conflict as follows:

44 "Suppose A unknowingly blocks B's goals. This is not

conflictful behavior; but suppose B informs A that he perceives

IA's Ohavior to be conflictful, if then A acknowledges the

°message and persists in the behavior, it is an instance of ,

manifest conflict" This points out an important characteristic

of conflict behavior: it must be mutually'recognized.

Filley (49-52,1975 ) presents an interesting typology

of styles of conflict behavior which has been developed -1774 ,

Jay Hall's (1969) model of conflict management styles. The

two key dimensions for this model are the degree of ')ncern
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for one's personal goals and the degree of concern for the

relationship with another. This- means that as someone enters

a conflict situation, he or she assesses how important the

perceived blocked goals are and alsci how important the
el

relationship with the conflicting person is. Then, based upon

these two judgments, a conflict behavioral style is adopted.

A person can be 161:-moderately, or highly concerned for

each of these.imensiOns (see Table 1). In conflicts, a. major

consideration in thechoice of behavior style tends to be

the anticipated or desired outcome which can be thought

of in the simplistic terms of "winning" or "losing" the

battle.

a. TypOlogy or Conflict Behavior

1) "Lose-and-Leave" Style. The person choosing this style

has no real commitment toward personal goals or the

social relationship: When faced with the slightest

suggestion or perception of conflict is to remove

himself both mentally and physically from that situation.

The "lose-and'leave'er's" rationale is that the best

strategy is impersonal tolerance and avoidance when

confronted with conflict. This is similar to Presthus'

(1962) indifferent personality type who is described

as viewing conflicts as unproductive systems of frustra-
.

tion, and whose major concern is the security and

prestige rewards from work, leaving the pursuit oT per-

sonal goals of success and power to others..
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1,

Style'

a Table 1

TYPOLOGYoF CONFLICT BEHAVIOR

Concern for Concern for Antjcipated or Desired
Personal Goals Relationship Personal Outcome

View of
Conflict

Lose-Leaveler Low Low To avoid conflict at all Abhorrar.t

cost

Indiff,erent- Low Moderate To,stay out of conflict Avoidable
Vacillator without making anyone

angry

Friendly Helper High To give support and smooth Avoidable
over potential conflicts &
Paintain relationship

Compromiser Moderate Moderate To try to gain some portion Unnecessary
of personal goals and also
maintain' some degree of re-
lationship without conflict

Battler High Low To win at any cost

Benevolent Battler* High Moderate To win first and then repair Necessary Evil
or reestablish relationship

Problem Solver High High To achieve mutual goal Positive
attainment and maintain an Contribution
effective relationship

These styles developed by this writer.
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This person believes that one should try to

remain anonymous and never "rock the boat" with

innovation or new ideas. The "over-the-hill" tenured

faculty member who is mainly concerned with achieving

retirement and only wishes to be left alone to teach

the same classes each term is an extreme, but unfortu-

nately, prevalent example of someone who chooses this

style, Since the "lose-and-leave-I° has no irportant

perSonal goals he is willing- to ue seriously,

losing almost by default will be his expected outcome

in conflict situations. The person adopting this style

will be a non-contributor to the growth and development

of a department or division.

2) Indifferent-Vacillator Style

The selection of this style suggests a lack of

important personal goals, although this person does

have a moderate concern for the existing relationship;

but because it is only a moderate concern this person

may vacillate between agreement to avoid conflict Ind

withdrawal from the entire situation. This makes it

impossible to depend upon the Indifferent-Vacillator

for support in ally group decision making situation. An

example of the type of comment this person would make

is: "Well, I really did not mean to suggest that I

agree with that ided. On a committee, this pdrson's

indecision can consume additional meeting time because
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of the need to continually check the current position.

Ever if he is not greatly vacillating on many issues,

he probably can be easily convinced to change his

opinion or support a different proposal if hefeels

the change will support.the relationship about which

he is moderately concev'ned.

3) The Friendly Helper

The person who adopts this style rlaces great

importance upon maintaining existing relationships and

also does not highly value 9ny personal goals. There-

fore, he is willing to support almost any position.

The rationale for his style is that he believes only

cooperative behavior can be productive and that there

is no positive value in conflict. Thus, maintaining

mutual interests and harmonious relationships are key

objectives of this style. This person can form a

strong and powerful coalition with the "Tough Battler".

Though the "Friendly Helper" does not directly succeed

(win) in achieving any personal goals, it is possible ..

that he may gain some vicarious success in strongly

supporting and coalescing with a victorious "Tough

Battler".

4) The Compromiser Style

This is the style c. negotiator whc is willing to

trade or sacrifice the achievement of some of his

personal objectives for a corresponding concession by
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the other party. This person iprefers majority rule,

assuming that it is impossible for everyone to be

simultaneously satisfied, and recognizes the importance

of allowing everyone to express his individual opinions

as long as he does not stubbornly hold to his convictions.

5) The Tough'Battler Style

"Winning at any cost" seems to be the principal

value for this style. Consequently, working relation-

ships are irrelevant unless they might directly aid in

the achievement of a personal goal. In an extreme

case, the "Tough Battler" may wish to win in a conflict

situation for the sake of winning as a demonstration of

personal power. For this person, conflicts arise when

others do not understand the merits of his ideas. His

individual objectives are his primary concern, and only

when department or college objectives coincide with his

does he see any merit in them.

As previously suggested, an advantage of a conflict-

producing colleague is the check-and-balance effect his

questioning and challenging produces. Unfortunately,

however, this person may lose sight pf goal achie'iement

and choose to change from competitive to disruptive

conflict. For -example, if "Tough Battler" recognizes

that other members are going to support his opponent's

viewpoint, the "Battler" may change his goal to

preventing any decision from being made by attacking
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certain individuals or ideas. Though he does not get

his personal proposal accepted, he does cause the

opposition to lose, too, by preventing anything from

being accomplished. Therefore, the "Tough' Battler" is

a persOnaily successful colleague because winning

produces its own rewards.

6) The Benevolent Battler Style

This style is similar to the "Tough Battler" in

that winning is the primary objective, but it .'fern

in that thiS individual is also concerned about

"patching things up" after the battle is over. There-

fore, after winning, the "Benevolent Battler" attempts

to smooth over the hostile feelings by dealing with

the 1Jser's frustration, anger,'and tension (Bales,

1950, refers to this as the social-emotional leadership

role). This person will often withhold information or

only provide limited feedback because he believes tha.t.

he is protecting his colleagues from being hurt or

upset (and, of course, increasing the probability of

his "winning"). An,administrator who supports aid

defends all the college goals without question may be

likely to adopt this strategy. The benevolent auto-

cratic leadership style is very compatible with this

conflict behavio". The benevolent autocrat is basically

a very "decent" pe'rson who gives genuine support to

those subordinates who internalize the organization's
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goals, and feels morally responsible for the subordinates

(Brown, 1950). He wants them to be successful as long

as success criteria are defined by either himself or

the organization.

7) The Problem-Solver Style

The person who adopts this style consciously

attempts to achieve everyone's goals within the conflict

situation, not just his own. He believes that mutual

goal achievement is possible and views conflicts as

positive contributions to the group because they create

solutions. He recognizes the legitimacy of expressed

feelings within the group and believes that one does

not have to ignore or "sacrifice" one or two members

for the good of the group (Filley,52, 1976 ).

This may sound like an overly idea-,istic model

which, for all practical purposes, cannot be achieved.

The first thing one should do as a "Problem-Solver" is

to redefine all problems as solvable challenges.

Another essential characteristic of a "Problem-Solver"

is avoiding the defining of interpersonal relationships

- as threatening or conflicting, but rathen trying to

identify the specific factors, such as communication

barriers, misinformation, etc:, which are affecting the

relationship and attempting to correct them. For

example, A, a "Tough Battler", states that A's (a

"Problem Solver) idea is really dumb. B, rather than
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becoming defensive and launching a counterattack,

accepts the possibility that there may be flaws in his

plan; therJore, he (B) will try ta understand what A

sees Ito be wrong. B will inevitably respond to A's

initiAl remark with an information'-seeking question,

such asi- "What is specifically wrong with, or ".imb

about, my proposal?" If A is not able to express

clearly-his criticism, then B might ask whoever else

is present if they can help explain'it.

The original comment of A has stimulated a group

or mutual inquiry into the merits of B's plan rather

than a competitive or di. -uptive conflict.

Ultimately, A must change his personal objective

from the adoption of his plan to the adoption of the

best plan for the group, thus changing from "Tough

Battler" to "Problem-Solver" , and it is B's behavior

that actg AG a mndel for A and also that makes the

change most attainable. The "Problem- solver" uses

consensus, not majority rule, as the mecnanism for

decision making, compromise, or force. There can be no

losers if a unanimous agreement is reached.

Thus, clearly stating and agreeing upon the goals

or objectiveF significantly reduces the chance for

disruptive conflict. If_all are mutually working
4

towards a solution: it is less likely that one mill try

to sabotage another's contributions. Of the'seven
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behavior styles mentioned above, it is the "Problem-

Solver" approach that best avoids or reduces potential

conflict situations to the benefit of the school,

department, and-all personnel.

The reader should recognize that these. styles are extreme or pure type

descriptions and that actual human behavior may only approximate the

characteristics of each type. It is not unusual for someone to choose

different styles for different relationships. A faculty member may be a

"Benevolent Battler" with students when discussing course grades, a "Compro-

miser" Vithin the department, and a "Friendly Helper" when working with

administrators.

It is also possible for a person to change styles during a particular

relationship. ,Ope may begin a discussion as an "Indifferent Vacillator"

and become annoyed at some comment and change to a "Tough Battler" by

suddenly deciding not to support the other person's plan but instead pro-

posjng-his own.
4.-

A final point that one might consider is the combining of certain

styles- in a seauence which might model F .ohe's predominant conflict style

during a profes0onalNcareer. One might enter the acolemic sett.ng as an

ambitious "ToughsBattler", then years later enter administration as

"Benevolent Battler" or "Problem-Solver," then after years of service, step

down and return to teaching as a "Compromiser,' and then end one's career as

a "Lose-Leave'er." This is not intended to suggest a prevalent or desirable

career pattern but only Oiie way to view these styles.

The final section of this chapter will discuss ways to adopt a "Problem-

Solver's" style and how t6 deal with the other styles. However, before



moving t; this point, it might be helpful for the reader to review Table 1

and to ask himself two questions. "Where do I fit, and where do others see

me fitting?"
i/

4. Resolution of Conflict. As stated °earlier, conflicts end 4when the

outcome is recognized by both parties. ^To'understand the final

4

results, it must be determined to what extent each of thr- antago-
,

nistic parties has achieved personally defined objectives. There

are three basic results of conflict: both parties fail to accom-

plish their objective to any significant degree (lose-lose); one

accomplishes personal objectives while the other does not (win-lose);

or both achieve their desired ends (win-win).

a. "Lose-Lose." Both parties fall short of their desired

goals in this conflict-resolution pattern. There are

several reasons why this may occur (Filley, 23-24,

197,5). For example, both parties may be willing to

accept partial goal attainment to avoid potential con-

filet. The "Lose-laAva'ar", "Indifferent Vacillator",

"Friendly-Helper", and "Compromiser" conflict styles

have this characteristic to some degree, and any com-

bination of the above pairs can be expected to produce

this result. Another way for this to occur is cith the

addition of a third person as moderator. The usual

consequence of the addition of a neutral third person

is either a compromise ("lose-lose" result) or a.

decision in favor of.One of the two parties ("win-lose"

result),but rarely for both parties ("win-win" result).
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b.

Another pattern of the "lose-lose" result is the

stalemate. Two "Tough Battlers" may refuse to yield

to each other; and, therefore, no decision is made

because both are unable to achieve personal objectives.

In some situations, a stalemated party may accept a

third person as moderator, and the results then can be

either "lose-lose" or "win-lose." The moderator in a

successfully resolved situation tends to gain some of

the recognition and rewards that originally would have

gone to the winner or winners of the combat. Yet, if

things are not resolved, it is the "Battlers" who are

considered to be responsible. It is usually the

marriage counselor, and not the two spouses, who is

credited with "saving the marriage"; yet, if the

marriage is dissolved, no one says that the counselor

"did a lousy job".

"Win-Lose". This is a prevalent pattern of one winner

at the expense of the other. One pattern is that one

capitulates and deliberately allows the other to win.

Sometimes there may be briber )r informal agreement

involving promises for futuiT support and cooperation.

The "lose-Leave'er",'"Indifferent Vacillator", "Friendly

Helper, and "Compromiser" tend to lose to the "Tougn

Battlers" or "Benevolent Battlers".

Another instance of this result is seen when someone

enforces the formal authority of his position to resolve
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a conflict. The other person loses, not because of the

merits of an idea, but because of being outranked.

This can produce a negative consequence of the win-lose

result: an angry loser who will be more difficult to

work with in the future. One can speak of creating a

powerful loser who will develop a grudge, desire revenge,

and prefer not to cooperate in the future. This may

.occur when a faculty member requests a particular

teaching schedule for the next term, but the department

chairperson states that scheduli q is his responsibility,

and it is not possible to please tiveryone. So the

request is rejected. If, in the near future, the depart-

ment chairperson should ask that 'faculty memuer tor an

'opinion or help, one could expect the reply of: "I

don't know; it's not my responsibility."

Another win-lose situation. is -.the democratic

procedure of majority rule. Having a department voting,

on '3sues, unless there is a unanimous consensus, will

produce a minority of losers. Although voting is a

valuable technique for decision making among a large

number of people, this procedure (with its negative

consequence) is less appropriate for small groups of

abqut a dozen. In particular, in conflict situations

where people view losing as personal - defeat, there

tend to be feelings of powerlessness, alienation, and,

therefore, a disinterest in future participation.
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A fourth pattern can be seen when a small minority

of colleagues man4pulate or "railroad" an idea through

a meeting by forming a coalition which will give others

the impression of majority support. This can develop

by a spontaneous, accidental merging of common ideas or,

in the other extreme, be a secretive, divisive, pre-

planned strategy. Regardless of the reason, the

majority becomes the loser although it may seem to each

one that he represents the minority points of view.

The major consequence of this resolution pattern

is that it is costly and most often unnecessary in

achieving one's objectives.

c. "Win-Win". This pattern occurs when individuals can

agree upon a common solution that will satisfy their

personal objectives or needs. Though this is obviously

desirable, it is often assumed to be unobtainable.

-Once we assume that our. individual objectives are

mutually exclusive, then by definition, we cannot

mutually resolve the problem. Filley's (25, 1975 )

definition of consensus provides us with an interesting

insight into achieving this result: "Consensus decisions

occur when...a final solution is reached.which is not

unacceptable to anyone". This suggests a refocusing

away from a highly committed personal solution

toward a serious objective examination of alternate

solutions. When presented with alternate solutions,
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a group that accepts this definition- indicates that

there may be aceptable solutions to the entire-group

in conflict, though it might not be everyone's first

choice. This is different from compromise because in

consensus the solution does meat each person',-

individual objeOtives or needs.

When there are situations where several individuals are at polar

extremes, how can they resolve the diffErence and begin with an objective

examination of one's own goals? Often if the combatants are willing to do

this, there can be discovered common parts or components within these

extremes. Then, by emphasizing thecommon.parts and questioning the personal

importance of the disparities, a common objective canbe agreed upon as the

initial step in achieving a "win-win" resolution. For example, in one joint

sociology/anthropology department, two anthropologists were in conflict over

deciding what the
%
qualifications to fill a vacant position 'should be. One

r

a;gued for an archaeologist; the other, for an urban anthropologist. --A per

son listening to these two opinions could be easily swayed by both arguments,

yet there was only one position vacant, and it was extremely unlikely to find

' a candidate equally specialized-in both areas.

After an hour of restating the same points over and over,. another

colleague suggested that each anthropologist state what his or her personal

objectives were in determining the position's qualifications. Surprisingly,

they both began with the same general objective--to offer our students the

best possible range of basic courses in the field. Next, they began to

: examine theirown rationale for.the specific qualifications in terms of this

agreed-upon, overall objective, and in a reasonably short time, they agreed

16
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that the urban anthropplogist would best fit the department 'g needs, and

they jointly de eloped the necessary job description.

Although in an earlier section where it was suggested that there are

se,ous g .Advantages to the use of a moderator in confli,t situations, the

point .referred only to those moderators who perceive their task as that'of

primarily formulating the solution to the problem. Let u: refer to those

as "Solution Moderators". The above example suggests that moderators who

focus on shaping the process of probleiii solving within conflicts can be

major positive forces in establishing a "win-win" resolution. They can be

.referred to as "Process Moderators", since these persons focus upon basic

procedures that will help produce a cooperative consensus.

Here are some rules that will aid in this approach (Hall, 1977;

Guetzkow & Gyr, 1954; Filley, 1975):

. Begin by having all persons involved express their personal

'objectives, needs and feelings.

2, Seek !o agree upon a single or a set of objetives acceptable

to all.

3. Consciously fot_us upon defeating the.p»blem and not on Each

other.

4. Avoid compromising procedureg such as voting, trading, or

bargaiping.

5. Attempt to deal with factual information to resolve problems.

It is important to\"recognize and admit ANthere is no factual

evidence to support a position.

6. Recognize th:l. the values and feelings of each person play an

important part in causing and also resolving conflicts. If two

4,
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suggested solutions are of qual merit, but the first has strong

opposition, to it by severa persons, and the second has no majdr

objectors, then the i:tcer solution will more easily achieve

consensus.

Accept conflict or disagreement as a helpful and produu,'"C

contribution, providing it does not produce threats or defens/ iveness.

8. Avoid personal behavior that will exclude or ignore the persdnal

needs ancLobjectives of others. ,
/

/

,

9. Be prepared to examine objectively and compare your ideas/With

others in terms of which one can best meet the agreed-upon overall
1

/

objectives.

10. When disagreements arise, ask questions to determine the specific

points of conflict and refer to the common objectives for guidelines

to resolution.

An effective "Process Moderator" s;, uld convey three ideas to the other

persons within t:,e conflict (Filley, 2;7- 30, 1976):

1. "F wart a solution which achieves your goals and my goals and is

acceptable to both of us."

2. :It is our collective responsibility to be open and honest about
\ .

facts, opinions, du, feelings.''\

3. "I wtll control the process by which we arrive at agreement but will
/,

riot dictate content."

The "Problem Solver" striving for a "wi\n-win" solution to conflict is

most; effective when in the role of a "Procest Moderator", and this should

not inhibit his or her contributing ideas or criticism towards the final

agreed-upon solution as long as these contributions are treated with the same
.

.scrutiny as all others. /
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The following is an example of a conflict situation that developed

when the author co-directed a Summer Institute for Social Studies High School

Teachers. During this six-week program, two teachers adamantly refused to

do one of the institute's assignments: to write five behavioral objectives

for use in the classroom's next term. This developed into a major conflict

between the four of us, and it also began to affect the other thity-four

participants who were being forced to take sides on the isia. We, the

co-directors, kept insisting that the two teacherS had to successfully

complete all assignments to receive academic credit, and they expressed an

absoldte refusal to to it. Finally, it became necessary for the four of

us to meet after class to try to resolve the conflict because it began to

affect the entire program.

Much of the first few hours were spent in shouting, interrupting each

other, and in other basic characteristics of disruptive conflict. Finally,

totally exhausted, but still as unresolved as before, we began to examine

our individual premises and objectives surrounding the conflict. First, we

examined the institute's objectives which were to provide materials, pedagogy,

and basic understanding that would be immediately useful to the participating

teachers. Then the two teachers indicates that they had chosen to attend tom

gain materials and skilic they could use the next year. Thu, we had a very

compatible, if not common, objective. Next, we examined the specific

assignment.

The co-directors had chosen this assignment because behavioral objec-

tives were rapidly becoming a required format for lesson plans in high

school. Already, the state of California had adopted behavioral objectives

as required format. It was felt that it was a valuable skill to have for
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teaching secondary education. The two teachers, both from California, had

developed (-Frong dislikes for the rigid quantitative characteristics of

behavioral objectives and, though State-required, their particular school

did not enforce that regulation and neither teacher had to use them. It

became obvious to the four of us that requiring teachers to execute an

assignment that would not be immediately useful was simply a futile exercise.

We then decided to drop the assignment and substitute another one,

mutually designed and agreed upon, that would be of more value to the

teachers. Though, unfortunately, we had spent over one week in competitive

and disruptive conflict, our "win-win" solution ha, additional positive

consequence for the whole program. The next day we announced the suspension

of all assignments and indicated that new individual assignments were to

be jointly designed by each teacHer and a director to meet more closely

each participant's individual needs. This led us to the final factor in the

conflict process.

5. Consequences of Conflict. There are three possible consequences of

conflict situations:

a. Conflict resolution can become a precondition for future

conflicts. As previously.suggested, when total agreement is

not reached in a conflict resolution, the probability for

future, and perhaps more serious, conflicts is greatly

increased. Losers will try to "beat" the winners in the next

encounter; compromisers will feel obligated to continue in some

kind of antagonistic cooperation; and one-sided winners will

become even less sensitive and concerned about the feelings,

needs, and objectives of others.
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b. Conflict resolution dill have no significant effect upon

future relationships. Though this is possible, most writers

on this subject believe that conflicts leave a legacy affecting

future relations--if nothing more than a desire for competition

for its 0Wh sake (Filley, 1975).

c. Conflict resolution can precondition future cooperative

problem-solving situations. The author has argued in this

chapter that adopting a problem-solving style and striving for

"win-win" results cannot only produce effective cohesive

working relationships but can also be a precondition for more

creative, supportive and trusting professional relations in the

future.
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